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"As light begets light, so love,
Friendship and goodwill are passed
From one to another
We who have come from many nations
To live in one fellowship 
At International House we promise 
To pass the light wherever we go." 
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I must admit, I was hugely apprehensive about tak­ing on the role of 2005 Kanyana Convenor and 
even after pulling out my application, I still somehow 
managed up with the job. After all of the stress, an­
noying phone messages and hours spent chasing up 
people's 25 words; Kanyana is finally ready for your 
viewing pleasure! 
I need to thank some people before I go ranting on 
about the magazine any further. Thank you to every­
one who helped me out with anything Kanyana re­
lated, and to all of you for actually submitting your 
25 word segments and reports in on time. The biggest 
thanks of all has to go to Nii Lantey Bannerman who I 
somehow managed to get working on this project with 
me (it was my charm and good looks I tell you!) and 
who has made this year's Kanyana the truly spectacu­
lar visual masterpiece that it is. As much as I hate to 
flatter his ego, without him this magazine would never 
have come about. A big thanks to Jonathan Marks for 
his sketches, to our one sponsor Peerless Dry Clean­
ers (who kindly donated $40), and I also promised my 
Dad to give him a shout out, so here it is Dad! 
My proudest achievement with Kanyana this year 
and something that I hope you all enjoy, is our new 
segment "Know your Neighbour", which has seen 
small word segments and photos of nearly every IH 
resident put into the magazine. Hopefully this can be 
maintained in the future and further expanded upon. 
It was absolutely fantastic to see Kanyana grow again 
this year, after being shunned in the past few years, 
I hope that this year can help return it to its former 
glory and that the magazine can continue to be pub­
lished each year. Although it was a lot of work, I truly 
enjoyed making Kanyana and I hope that you guys get 
a lot of enjoyment out of reading it too. 
So without further ado, I bring to you International 
House's Kanyana Magazine for 2005 and I hope as 
you look through these pages that you are reminded 
of fond memories of your time here at International 
House in 2005. Whether you return to International 
House in 2006 or move on to greener pastures else­
where, let this little magazine of International House 
2005 be a reminder of the times and the faces that 
helped to make your time here the experience that it 
was. 
Claire Jorgensen 
el genio creativo 
Well, well, well. What can I say? Nii Lantey, you've 
done it again. After mysteriously being handed the cre­
ative duties of Kanyana 2005 - how or why I still can't 
remember, and letting it 'rest' until the last 2 weeks of 
Uni, I think that in the end the countless long nights 
and assignments I didn't submit have been worth it. 
As 'chief design and production manager extraordi­
naire' (a title which I gave myself), my aim was to make 
Kanyana 2005 an experience of its own. I had dreams of 
a Kanyana where no two pages look alike, and where 
tiny butterflies and pixies fanned your tender hands 
every time you opened its pages. I believe that dream 
has come true, and invite you to walk with me (and 
Claire of course) as you journey through Kanyana 2005. 
A huge thanks goes out to Jono (A Tower), who helped 
me out with the cover and was the master architect of 
most of the sketches and drawings that adorn these 
pages. 
All in all, creating Kanyana 2005 has been one of the 
greatest experiences of my two years IH. I thoroughly 
enjoyed countering Claire's incessant nagging ("Why 
do you always take so long and leave everything to the 
last minute Tey!?") with my standard reply ("That's 
how I roll."), and fell in love with my new get-out-of­
doing-almost-anything line ("Sorry, I can't. I'm working 
on Kanyana"). I hope you enjoy reading Kanyana 2005 
as much as I enjoyed making it. 
Cheers, 
Nii Lantey Bannerman 
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Once upon a time, not so long ago, I stumbled upon an en­
gaging creature known affection­
ately as a "Housie". Being a little cu­
rious, I began to study this creature, 
its characteristics and its habitat. 
Like all researchers I must declare 
that I am a participant observer in 
the project and as such must guard 
against not only bias, but also be­
coming too close to the inhabitants 
within the community which in 
turn might cause the researcher to 
imitate Housie behaviour. 
My research has revealed that 
Housies live in a community, but 
reside in inter-connected single oc­
cupant dwellings. It can be noted at 
times, often in darkness, that a Hou­
sie will share their dwelling with 
another Housie. The reason for this 
behaviour one could speculate, in­
volves a desire for social contact or 
an opportunity for an intellectual 
exchange. However, the nocturnal 
habits of the Housie are beyond 
the scope of this paper and as such 
could form the basis of a more de­
tailed and fascinating study. 
By nature, Housies are very social 
beings and tend to congregate in 
large and small groups around 
feeding time. Food consumption 
especially amongst the male of the 
species is high. Some Housies are 
carnivores, other are herbivores ... 
whilst others tend to be what I term 
'junkies' in that they feast on a diet 
of 'C foods' - chocolate, coke and 
chips. A ritual associated with this particular diet is the 
call for Housies to congregate each night after a call of 
Shop Open ... Some Housies display a peculiar habit 
of taking their eating implements - plates, mugs and 
cutlery - back to their dwelling and building up a store 
for some unknown purpose - perhaps as part of the 
nesting instinct or perhaps like squirrels who store a 
supply of nuts for winter. 
Housies travel large distances to be part of and partici­
pate in this community. The stage of the life cycle most 
represented by this group is the "young adult" whose 
characteristics are shared by other species at this same 
stage. However, I have observed, especially at celebra­
tory functions, some rather unique behaviour. One 
example centres upon the male Housie who on the oc­
casion of 'switch' copies the grooming features of the 
female. Although the female also imitates the male, it 
appears that upon scrutiny the male tend to enjoy the 
occasion more readily especially when it involves fish­
net stockings, high heels, short skirts and lipstick. As 
yet the reason is not known, but one could surmise that 
it has something to do with a mating ritual. 
Another phenomenon observed is the repeated con­
sumption of large quantities of liquid, favourites in­
cluding "goon" and 'passion pop". The effect of the 
liquid as a stimulant causes a Housie under the influ­
ence to slur their speech and talk rubbish, be loud and 
increasingly deaf, wobble on their feet, eventually fall 
down in a heap and have little or no recollection of pre­
vious events. Recovery is slow and after such celebra­
tions the community sleeps well. What is most amaz­
ing is that Housies who are very intelligent creatures 
and who acknowledge the not so positive effects of 
these alcoholic beverages repeat this behaviour several 
times in a season. 
Overwhelmingly, Housies are a friendly and welcom­
ing community with the older inhabitants designing 
a set of rituals for the arrival of the new inhabitants. 
USELESS FACT: More plates, bowls and cutlery went 'missing' this year than any year EVER in the history of IH. Give yourselves a pat on the back. 
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To develop a sense of community Housies will clothe 
themselves in similar colours, wear special Housie 
paraphernalia, develop war cries, and paint their faces 
and bodies. As a group, Housies are very skilled and 
industrious, only second in industriousness to an ant 
colony. One specific example is Soiree where creatures 
from other tribes and communities are fed, watered 
and entertained in magnificent fashion. A desire to 
show off the Housie culture is paramount. Housies 
tend to be tribal in behaviour, dress in black and gold 
and 'do battle' with other neighbouring tribes often 
testing their strength, agility, speed, and communica­
tive skill. However, Housies are by their nature friend­
ly so even after doing battle they often celebrate and 
commiserate their wins and losses with members of 
the opposing tribes. 
Although the members of the community are very 
egalitarian there are mechanisms for "older" Housies 
to offer leadership to ensure that the Housie traditions 
are maintained from one generation to another. These 
older Housies coach the new in the rituals, ideals, and 
activities of the community and encourage new inhab­
itants to become involved and participate. 
As mentioned previously Housies are a very skilled 
and talented community. Amongst the group are mu­
sicians, scholars, physicians, scientists, engineers, arti­
sans and philosophers. Housies generally have a supe­
rior intellect compared with their neighbouring tribes. 
Despite sleep deprivation, much celebratory behav­
iour, over indulgency of "goon", they achieve excellent 
outcomes. Sometimes there is a conflict between their 
need to be social and their need to work. At peak times 
the young adult Housie becomes stressed and agitated, 
is niggly with others, goes off their food or consumes 
great quantities of chocolate. Sleep patterns vary with 
different members within the community - some stand 
guard during the night while sleeping during the day, 
other practice the opposite, whilst yet others sleep for 
23 hours out of 24. Sleep patterns do seem to relate 
in part to the previous evening's 
events and some work related ac­
tivities. These work related activi­
ties called 'assignments' and 'ex­
ams' require a Housie to work up to 
24 hours per day for several days. 
However after a period of rest and 
relaxation all behaviour returns to 
normal. I' ve observed that when a 
member of the community falls ill, 
is injured or is suffering distress the 
other members work tirelessly to 
restore that person to good health. 
I have no doubt that Housies world­
wide will leave their mark. Part of 
the reason for their existence in this 
community is that when they even­
tually leave each has been implant­
ed with the "Housie Gene" which 
they take through to adulthood and 
eventually pass on to the next gen­
eration of Housie. We have some 
evidence that some of the current 
generation have indeed come from 
an older generation of Housie. 
So, what can we learn from a study 
of the Housie? or Housie phenom­
enon? Of course there needs to be 
a lot more research completed to 
draw any overarching generalisa­
tions about Housies. However, it 
can be said that a Housie who has 
lived in this community will always 
be a Housie ... and as such has been 
entrusted to live those values and 
ideals lifelong. 
Carla Tromans 
October 2005 
resident's 
In trying to gain some inspi­ration for this report, I began 
mindlessly flicking through old 
Kanyanas; and in my efforts, I 
came across a theme that was 
raised again and again: Change. 
A tired, cliched theme, yes I 
know, but a theme that repre­
sents International House per­
fectly. Change permeates the 
halls in which we live; change 
is evident in the memories in 
which we share; change is in­
evitable. In IH's 40 year history, 
change has brought with it new 
opportunities and challenges 
For the student club, 2005 has 
marked a year of change. New 
people have brought new en­
ergy into the student club. Stra­
tegic planning has resulted in 
the formation of a new structure 
for the student club. Important 
traditions have strengthened; 
while others have dissipated. 
Nevertheless, this change has 
resulted in another successful 
year for the student club. This is 
evident in the long list of sport­
ing, cultural and social events 
that have gone on throughout 
the year. The pages you read in 
this Kanyana will attest to it. 
Success however cannot be de­
fined in terms of events. Success 
can be seen in the overwhelm­
ing spirit that has emerged this 
year. Presidents from other col­
leges have commented of the 
amazing amount of enthusiasm 
they have seen at IH this year. 
Ex-residents have approached 
me, impressed by the level of 
cross cultural interaction they 
have witnessed. Even the UQ 
Union thinks we are cool. 
Take a microscope and you can 
notice this spirit further. It can 
be seen when Mexicans give 
Australians 'cultural' lessons 
in Tequila. It can be seen when 
Africans, Arabs and Asians sit 
together in the dining room, de­
bating politics and the meaning 
of life. It can even be seen in the 
way racist jokes lose their offen­
sive connotations and simply 
become a way of breaking down 
cultural barriers. 
It is this spirit that I love about 
IH and have seen grow so much 
this year. I feel extremely hon­
oured to have had the opportu­
nity to represent such a diverse 
group of young individuals 
spanning across all corners of 
the globe. My year as President 
has undoubtedly been one of 
the most rewarding and chal­
lenging experiences I have ever 
undertaken. I would not take 
it back for the world and will 
treasure the experience in the 
years to come. 
Edward Harran 
Student Club President 2005 
secretary 
Once upon a time in a land far far away, a unsuspecting 
nerd was ordained as the secre­
tary extraordinaire of the Interna­
tional House Student Club. She 
was given the title Melissa the 
Psycho Secretary by President Ed­
ward the Enthusiastic. She was 
charged with the quest of gather­
ing comprehensive reports from 
the student club representatives 
about their activities, in order to 
eternalise their contribution to the 
college and serve as resources for 
new representatives. This was to 
be the legacy of the Kingdom of 
Eddie. She unleashed her secret 
magical powers of obsessive 
compulsion to pursue 
the dissenting nobility 
within the Executive 
and General Commit-
tees. Throughout her 
journey she vivaciously 
took minutes of meetings, 
compiled contact lists, signed 
cheques, advised the Execu­
tive on matters affected by the 
Associated Incorporations Act 
and assisted wherever possible in 
the student club crusade. In the 
battle with UQ Union Clubs and 
Societies Office the club acquired 
"subsidy" treasure (of over $300, 
with the approval of and extra 
$1000 pending) . But the time has 
come to commission a new Secre­
tary to continue the student club 
quest. 
Melissa's interpretation of the mottos of the 
2005 Executive Committee: 
Eddie: Network, network, network. 
Steve: "And by <insert any words> what I really 
mean is . . .  SEX" . 
Tim: Keep your receipts . 
Wendy: Everyone needs a taste of India. 
Andrea and Jackson: You can never go o 
much. �/ Alex: Play sports nude. · 
Nathalie: Don't stop moving. 
Melissa Bowtell 
Student Club 
treasurer 
As the 1997 rap anthem by Notorious BIG feat Ma$e & 
Puff Daddy put it eloquently, this 
year has truly been "Mo Money 
Mo Problems." With the student 
club annual turnover reaching 
over $100,000, it has had massive 
implications for us as incorpo­
rated body. It has meant that we 
have had to register for GST and 
pay any outstanding taxes to the 
government. Hounded by the 
Australian Taxation Office on a 
quarterly basis, it hasn't been all 
smooth sailing as I tried to pay tax 
for the first time. With only my 
pitiful background in account­
ing and the standard ATO issued 
"Tax basics for small business" 
guidebook to rely on, it's truly a 
wonder how the tax department 
hasn't come around knocking for 
tax evasion. 
In retrospect, it's true when they 
say "ignorance is bliss." Little 
did I know or think possi­
ble that through the nor­
mal course of my duties 
I would incur the wrath 
of certain Common­
wealth Bank employ­
ees or have to spend 
Bandfest and Soiree in 
a room counting money. De­
spite my apparent sentiment, the 
honest truth is that being treas­
urer was a most rewarding expe­
rience. While it may have been a 
steep learning curve at times, my 
time as treasurer can be summa­
rised in the true spirit of my posi­
tion as: the benefits outweighing 
the costs. 
Timothy Hawgood 
tudent Club Treasurer 2005 
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Adapted trom a speech bv Mike Pemberton given during the 
40th anniversearv celebrations of International House . 
• ann1 versary 
Since this is such an important occasion I should like to say something about 
the history of International House and its 
importance to its past students. 
As you probably know much of the credit 
for the whole concept of setting up Inter­
national House is due to Mr. Bert Martin, 
who not only pioneered its foundation 
but also travelled extensively collecting 
donations for the building of the college. 
Without his untiring dedication IH would 
not have been built. It was his project to 
commemorate Rotary International's fifti­
eth anniversary. 
International House opened in 1965 with 
four towers and only male students and 
Ivor Cribb as the first warden. From the 
... 
\ 
beginning IH exemplified close co-opera­
tion between its students - they had no 
option as many had to share rooms un­
til the towers were completed. In 1969 G 
tower was added to accommodate female 
students. Now IH experienced interac­
tions not only between different races and 
creeds but also between sexes - all with 
great success. Since then, six towers have 
been added and now we have 250 stu­
dents with roughly the same number of 
males and females and international and 
Australian students. Overseas residents 
have come from over a hundred different 
countries. 
In many ways the history of Internation­
al House mirrors that of Australia itself. 
In 1965 many of the Australian students 
would have had little opportunity to meet 
overseas students and would have had 
poor knowledge of their countries of ori­
gin. Equivalently our overseas students 
would probably have had stereotyped 
views of Australians and Australia. In­
deed Australia was a very innocent coun­
try at this stage -in the sense of unharmed 
by overseas events and in many ways ig­
norant of many problems that beset other 
countries. International House provided a 
wonderful opportunity for the Australian 
students to find out first hand about the 
peoples and customs of other countries 
IH 2005 I PLACE OF ORIGIN: Asia 43.39%, Australia/Oceania 26.86%, North America 12.81 %
_
,Europe 7.85%, Africa 3.72%, Other 5.37% 
-.. 
�I 
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and dispel many of the unfortunate myths 
that were associated with the White Aus­
tralia policy of the fifties and that was still 
prevalent in many facets of Australian life. 
For most it was an eye-opener that they 
would never forget. Equivalently for the 
overseas students to discover what real 
Australian values were - the concept of 
"mateship" and "a fair go" - provided 
a new concept many overseas students 
found quite different to the customary be­
haviour in their own countries. They too 
took back home with them memories that 
stayed with them for life and moulded 
their future attitudes to their own socie­
ties and the world. 
Thrown together then in close proxim­
ity and depending on each to help the 
other really gave substance to our creed 
"that brotherhood should prevail and our 
homes, whether they be, in the heat of the 
Australian outback or in the cold of the 
Swedish mountains, be blessed." 
As International House was opened, Aus­
tralia had committed troops to Vietnam in 
what seemed an "honourable" war. By the 
seventies Australia had lost its innocence 
as people realised we had no business 
to be there. Students protested against 
the war and as Australia was drawn into 
world politics, students at International 
House were found talking about these is­
sues and finding out more about Vietnam 
and the supposed "communist menace". 
Demonstrating against Apartheid was 
also popular and for students at Interna­
tional House this had real significance 
- how dare governments discriminate on 
the basis of colour - after all, half of Inter­
national House were not white. After the 
Vietnam War we had relative peace for a 
while and students started travelling all 
over the world. Australian students at In­
ternational House met overseas students 
from South East Asia or Europe or North 
America, heard how interesting these 
countries were by talking about them in 
college, and travelled to see for them­
selves, bringing back lasting insight into 
other countries. Overseas students took 
the opportunity to travel round Australia 
and see it for themselves, taking home 
with them memories of this country. Aus­
tralia was no longer ignorant of the world 
and no longer innocent. With peace in the 
world came drugs and with drugs came 
peace. IH students lost their innocence in 
their beds just as Australia lost its inno­
cence on the battlefields of Vietnam. 
The eighties saw Chernobyl and the 
dreadful effect of technology gone wrong. 
Students at IH turned their attention to 
thinking about Greenpeace and the prob­
lems of saving the world from destruction 
and from overindustrialisation as we saw 
visions of rivers catching fire and Stron­
tium 90 clouds hovering over innocent 
landscapes. At home, we began to realise 
just how fragile our own landscape was 
with pollution of our own waterways and 
degradation of our arid regions. Students 
at IH began to understand how ignorant 
we were of our environment and this ig­
norance was not acceptable. 
Paul Keating was trying to bring Australia 
into South Easy Asia and persuade us that 
our future lay there. IH students already 
knew this and had practised this philoso­
phy ever since IH was founded. 
Ivor Cribb as Warden of International 
House moulded this whole period. He 
inspired students to follow the college 
motto "that brotherhood may prevail" 
by his own example and by engendering 
amongst all the students that IH was a 
large family - a home away from home' 
- and all should participate in this close re­
lationship. As Ivor said in his farewell ad­
dress in 1986 - "We did it our way" - and 
that has remained true ever since. 
Ivor Cribb 
The nineties saw countries like Yugo­
slavia, Cambodia and Somalia tearing 
themselves apart, while Muslim and non­
Muslim, Asian and African students at IH 
could discuss these horrific scenarios over 
a cup of coffee, knowing that Australian 
communities could resolve their racial 
and cultural differences without resorting 
to such violence. 
Neil and Margaret Holm followed Ivor 
Cribb. Neil continued the tradition of IH 
by his commitment to egalitarianism and 
his stated 'caring for each other, learning 
from each other and working together' .  
Margaret was Senior Tutor at I H  and to­
gether they offered opportunities for stu­
dents to discuss all types of issues with 
them in their house. 
As Bert Martin had retired from college 
council, Neil took on responsibility for the 
financial and administrative affairs of the 
college and his position was reclassified as 
director. Neil left in 1998 after twelve suc­
cessful years at IH. 
The fact that IH had only two heads of col­
lege for the first thirty years was absolutely 
vital in establishing IH and its principles, 
and taking it from the initial foundation to 
a mature community. 
The beginning of this century saw Ameri­
ca's ignorance of Afghanistan and the Ara­
bic world and the final loss of Australian 
innocence. We sent troops to fight battles 
on behalf of other powers, dividing our 
usually unified nation. IH students found 
themselves on one side of an ideological 
confrontation while having close ties and 
friendships with students on the other, but 
the spirit of IH provided the strength to 
discuss freely that the Muslim and Chris­
tian ideologies really have much in com­
mon - that brotherhood may prevail. 
During this time of world upheaval IH 
had its turbulence as well. There were 
five directors in as many years, causing 
concern and uncertainness. We hope now 
that we have returned to the stability of 
our first thirty years. 
We cannot finish without mention of IH's 
greatest asset - its students. Over the years 
we have had outstanding students both 
academically and interpersonally. All of 
us who came to Soiree 2005 can attest to 
this - a wonderful display of talent in so 
many directions. In fact, Soiree has been a 
theme at IH ever since the first concert in 
1966. The Student Club Executive and all 
participants have also excelled themselves 
in putting on great shows like Bandfest 
and other reviews over the years, which 
help to bring together students from all 
backgrounds and allow them to display 
their own cultures. 
We can look back at the last forty years 
with great pride and have much to cele­
brate. May the next forty years be equally 
successful! 
We must thank all those other people who 
have made this possible - all those who 
have been on the board and on finance 
committees, the various Masters of IH and 
all the friends of IH who have contributed 
to its success. 
Let us look forward to our future. 
Mike Pemberton 
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the ih senior resident 
a-z experience 
of2005 
Kindlv .... and of course accuratelv depicted hv 
vour verv own Senior Tutor Team ot two, 
Jamie Cooper lAcademicl 
& Helen Clatworthv lPastoral Carel 
Activities, assignments, achievement, administra­tion, acknowledgement, arguments, amazing 
art, academia, AGM's, alcohol and anniversaries (IH's 
40th) . Belonging, Bara Khanas, Brotherhood, bands, 
Boat Cruise and beer in Briz Vegas. Challenges, 
consideration, communication and commitment in 
a cross cultural college community. College Idol, 
Crommie Bunkers, City Cat's, cross country, charity 
events, conquering cooking, hmm . . .  conflict? Dedica­
tion, diversity, differences, divisions, dinner, dancing, 
debating, development, Duty :-), DC++ and Dungeon's 
and Dragon's. Energetic, enthusiastic, effective event 
management encouraging enjoyment of enchilada's .  
Fine food, friends, for the future. Fests of  every flavour 
- (shagfest, dancefest, choral fest, bandfest), FIRE 
ALARMS, fights for the futon rights, fire twirlers, the 
flag ceremony and first aid. Goals, graduation, goss 
and goon. House highlights. Iron chef challenge, ICC, 
in formals, IH involvement. JEN magazine, 'Kick-Back' 
night, Kanyana, lock out's, leadership, languages and 
lock outs. Mexicans, MANFRED, Mexicans, mortein, 
matches . . . . . and memories Motivated Macca runs. 
NAAUC Conference, noise complaints. 
Opinions :-), opportunities, organisation, overseas, 
0-week, outcomes, optimism, One-act play. Pastoral 
care, promoting problem solving. Promoting and 
participating in P-week preparation programs, phone 
messages, peace promoting, PIRATES!, passion pop 
and don't forget "parapets are bad, m'kay?" (Thanks 
Maja) .  Qualities and possibilities of promoting prostr­
gaduate peer support. Rewarding resident representa­
tion and relationship development. Rosters, recycling, 
Rotary Ambassadors, room crawls, RE, Regatta . . .  and 
randoms. Senior Resident strategic leadership sup­
port situated at Stradbroke Island. Senior Residents, 
alias 'THE KEYHOLDERS', as defined in an E Tower 
Report, support students to balance study, sports and 
socialising. SOIREE, successful social convenors and 
smashing sports convenors all seek support to raise IH 
spirit and solidarity. Student President, Student Execu­
tive and Senior Tutors/Residents set specific strategies 
for 2006 to streamline shared goals and successfully 
support an increase in solidarity. SPOONEY SUP­
PORTERS unite, simplify stress specific to stamp con­
venors, support Sunday suppers and sacrifices? Tower 
reports, tutorials, training, teams, tolerance, tower ten-
� sion and tequila. Uni, unanimous united understand-
ing, Victorious Valedictory dinner, variety night, vomit 
and vacuums, weekly workshops, weekend washing 
money and the worldwide understanding of the 'walk 
of shame' . 
Jamie Cooper & Helen Clatworthy
Senior Tutors 
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Well, it has been a pleasure to watch allof you International House residents 
get right into the offers of inter-college rela­
tions. 
Being in charge of an association such as 
ICC has meant a lot of delicate political 
maneuvers, especially when dealing with 
the collective egos of all 10 colleges . I have 
also gained valuable experience in negotiat­
ing and explaining misadventures to heads of 
colleges this year, as undoubtedly, one head or the 
other was always angry at something. The number 
of emails I received from Carla with the words "An 
ICC matter" is countless. Well, I digress.  
As for International House, I have never been 
so able to shout out aloud and get into peoples' 
faces about the high caliber of IH life as I have 
as ICC President. You all presented the proof of 
my statements at every Cultural, Social and, well, 
yes, Sporting event. You can all be happy with 
the knowledge that you have done everyone here 
proud. We always tried our hardest in sporting 
pursuits . We generally punched well above our 
weight class in cultural events, and always seemed 
to have a great time in all social activities. 
I hope our competitive ability and desire to not 
only win, but compete at a fair and high level, 
keeps on getting stronger, as well as trying to forge 
strong contacts with other people living on the UQ 
campus. However, I will always remember one 
thing - we are joined by Brotherhood, and we are 
Housies! 
Nicholas Jorgensen 
ICC President 2005 
(Bloody hell, thankfully that's all over . . .  ) 
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e 
ICC CULTURAL ROUNDUP
e Bandfest - 3rd place Choralfest - 6th place 
.. ... 
e College Idol (no ICC points! - I st place 
• 
Dancefest - 7th place I Honorable MenHon 
DebaHng • 2nd place 
e One-Act Play • Sth place Public Speaking - 9th place I Most Entertelnlng 
• 
e ICC SPORTS 
• 
AFL (no ICC points! 
AthleHcs - Men: 7th, Women: 7th 
e Basketball - Men: 3rd, Women: 6th Cricket - Men: 7th 
e Cross Country • Men: 7th, Women: Bth 
Hockey - Men: 7th, Women: Bth 
Netball - Women: 7th 
Rugby (Fresher) - Men: Sth (Cromwell/IHI 
Rugby (Open) - Men: Sth (Cromwell/IHI 
Soccer - Men: 7th, Women: Sth 
Softball - Women: Hed Sth 
e Squash - Men: Hed Sth, Women: 7th 
• Swimming - Men: 6th, Women: 7th Tennis - Men: 6th, Women: Bth 
e Touch Rugby - Men: 7th, Women: Bth Volleyball - Men: Hed 3rd, Women: Hed I st 
• 
'· 
• •II 
,_ 
• 
FINAL STANDINGS - Men: 7th (23 pts), Women: Blh (30 ptsf 
WEIGHTED SHIELD - Men: 7th/7, Women: 71h/8 
• 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • ·1--1--1-
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a-week 
It was certainly a great w�e� - from the_ crazy antics ofCity Rally to the appreciation of Pass10n Pop on Mt 
Coot-tha, from the mass performance of "I Will Survive," 
to the first appearance of the fire brigade for 2005 thanks 
to a defiant smoke machine (or drunken first years ! ) .  From 
group moonings in a glass elevator to extreme lay backs 
on the Sunshine Coast, from fun and games at the Sexpo 
to a large scale hug with Jorgo at its centre, here are some 
of our highlights: 
Bath Time Party 
The punch proved to be the social lu­
bricant we hoped it would, leading to 
displays of stunning and humiliating 
abilities on the dance floor, and the 
forming of several new friendships. 
The bubble machine was surprisingly 
less problematic than the smoke ma­
chine, and a good time was had by 
all! 
With the punch appropriately moder­
ated we managed to get a good show 
happening, with a line up of about 27 
songs by the end of the night! Some 
got more creative with their costumes 
than others : Ray Charles, Notorious 
BIG, and several other exceptional 
stars made appearances. 
Night Tour of Brisbane & Pauly's Challenge 
Bowling 
Our social convenors lined up some 
great venues and deals for the highly 
enjoyable night tour of Brisbane city, 
and everyone had a great time! More 
people than we expected made it on 
to the 4.30am bus to Mt Coot-tha, but 
everything worked out in the end . . .  
despite a few second/ third years pass-
ing out on the concrete - we also came 
out of the experience with a great new 
nickname for one of our first years! 
Ten pin bowling was definitely a 
change of pace, but a success none the 
less, and according to our sources, sev­
eral residents had the energy to go to 
the Toga party at the RE afterwards! 
Overnight Stay 
With its fair share of dramas, overnight 
stay was an experience for everyone, 
with many of you being introduced to 
the "layback" for the first time, there 
was swimming, soccer, frisbee, danc­
ing, hook-ups and fun for everyone! 
Out of This World Party 
This one never really got off the 
ground, though a privileged few of us 
managed to polish off the Passion Pop 
left over from Pauly's Challenge! 
IH Quiz and Adventure Quest 
Definitely a good time for those who 
are knowledgeable in things both in­
teresting and useless, and capable of 
things both interesting and useless! 
SEMESTER TWO o-WEEK
Crazy Hat Night with Crommie 
Good location with good drink deals, crazy hats off to our 
social convenors! Plus, as we know from 0-Week Semes­
ter One, everyone loves Karaoke! 
Ice Skating 
It was chillier than I expected, and Andrea made some in­
teresting predictions for the night, but whether you were 
a winner/ participant in Red Red Rover, or one of the less 
experienced skaters holding onto the wall for dear life, 
everyone seemed to enjoy themselves - apologies to little 
Miss Spooney 2005! 
Barbeque and Movies at Southbank 
By the time everyone turned up some of you had eaten 
two or three burgers, but in the end everyone got some 
food and something to drink! Not sure how many of us 
made it to the movies, as spur-of-the-moment after venue 
became the RE once again. 
We hope you all had a great 0-Week, we both certainly 
did! Thanks to everyone who participated in everything! 
Jo and Tonya 
0-Week Convenors 2005 
OLD IH LEGEND/CURSE: If flower from the jacaranda tree on G lawn lands on your books during SWOTVAC, you will FAIL that subject. 
variety night 
Working up the guts to get up in front of people you' ve known for only a few weeks and to perform 
takes a lot of effort, sometimes even a little bit of alcohol. 
Nonetheless the residents of IH managed to make variety 
night live up to its name. Many beautiful voices were dis­
covered on this night with renditions of Jack Johnson on 
guitar by Pearl, a Greenday tribute, a lullaby by Cultural 
award winner Natalie, the opera-like voice of the over­
talented Joff Manning, a mandarin duet, a rusty rendition 
of Build Me Up Buttercup and a John Mayer song by the 
F tower kids with our JM obsessed president. Then there 
were the instrumental talents of Miya on violin, Chris­
tiana on bass, Mike on guitar and Jack on trumpet. Then 
there were the acts. The Senior Residents made their de­
but. There was a dance featuring a male resident who ac­
tually knew how to move his hips. Also, the much antici­
pated act from the boys of IH will be best remembered 
for colourful stockings, pansy dancing and 
a pair of WAY too tight, hot pink, 
snakeskin pants. 
With dodgy 
magic tricks, politically incorrect jokes and songs with 
18+ rated content, Variety Night ended with a trip to G 
Tower lawn where we witnessed the beauty of fire in the 
hands of the resident Pyros. Then, to the dismay of the SR 
on duty, residents remained on the lawn to sing, dance, 
drink and laugh the night away. Just the way I like to see 
a night end. o 
kick-back night
A far more relaxed and less organised affair than Vari­ety Night, Kickback proved to be a great way to end 
the cultural year. 
The night started out with a showing of the Soiree 2005 
video put together by the movie-making guru Nathalie 
Swart. After everyone was suitably relaxed and settled in 
for the night the antics began. Maja, Carley, Ann and Claire 
decided to start off the night with an interpretive dance 
which included the words, "I wanna' get me some of that," 
while Steve attempted to give out tips on how to avoid 
being a victim of drink spiking. The IH band made an ap­
pearance early in the night as well as other talented musi­
cians. When things were getting slow a bit of trivia from 
some beer bottle caps provided some light entertainment 
whilst people worked up the guts to get up and show their 
stuff. After some more amazing 
fire-twirling and the memorable slapping com­
petition it was time for the Steve and Janet awards. C?n­
gratulations to Mark "The Shark" Kinsella and Jennifer 
"Springbreak" Estremera for their efforts during the year 
in order to secure these illustrious awards. 
Thankyou to everyone who performed, supported, h�lped 
set up on the night as well as laughed at my lame JOkes. 
You guys made things so much easier for being the rel�xed 
spirits that you are. I can't wait to see what talents will be 
brought to light in 2006 ... no pun intended, I swear ... 
Wendy Maltby 
Cultural Convenor 
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ebating 
What a success! The first cultural event on the calendar saw International 
House take home the silver medal, in one of 
the best debating efforts we have seen in sev­
eral years. Ben Cook, Nick Jorgensen, Tho­
mas Griffin III (in an exclusive one-off per­
formance) and Maja Doma debated topics 
such as: "that polygamous marriage should 
be legalised", and "that George W. Bush de­
serves the Nobel Peace Prize" in the lead up 
to the exciting grand final debate against the 
malicious Kingsmen. In a packed Cromwell 
College dining room, International House 
and Kings College thrashed it out over the 
ridiculously biased topic "that ignorance 
is bliss" for the title of Best Debaters in the 
World (well, ICC, anyway - to some people 
that is the world) . It was the second time 
our brave debaters were to face Kings, and, 
unfortunately, it was the second time they 
walked away, defeated. 
Nonetheless, debating was an indicator of 
the true Housie spirit of 2005, with ador­
ing and loyal crowds (read: groupies) that 
followed the team in their debates at other 
colleges and at home, brandishing signs 
such as "While you're down there . . .  " and 
"Debaters do it better! "  Not only that, but 
certain members of the team even had fan 
clubs from other colleges.  (Why was it all 
those Duch girls came to nearly every de­
bate, Jorgo? It remains a mystery . . .  ) 
On behalf of the debating team, I would like 
to thank everyone that came to support us, 
it really showed the other colleges what IH 
can do, and that we have spirit too. It was a 
great start to the year, and I wish next year's 
team all the best. 
Maja Dama VJho will be our 
THE STATS: This year 55 residents (22.7%) represented IH in ICC cultural events. 
choral- ��) 
fes t � · 
i\ JfMMMMM Java! I am proud to say that I was
1 V .l part of a dedicated and entertaining group of
!Hers to spend hours practicing the most musical way 
to brainwash people into drinking Java coffee, after all 
it is sooo sweet and hot! Oh yes, and as a side project 
we also formed the best looking Choir in the ICC Cho­
ralfest competition. 
Tracy Flax from the Post-grad Towers put in a lot of 
time and effort to make the Java Jive great! Bex polished 
up 'Walking in Memphis', a song which the Acapella 
group originally performed at Soiree. Preparation for 
the 'Java Jive' started in the first semester, but really 
kicked off after Soiree was finished. The choir gained 6 
new recruits from the newly arrived 2nd semester resi­
dents. Thanks to all involved, I hope everyone enjoyed 
the performance and practices as much as I did! 
Here is a secret peek at the judge's CONFIDENTIAL 
notes on IH's performamce at Choralfest: 
• We would have loved to see more head bobbing from
your handsome young men - there's nothing sexier!
• You all did awesome; we would have awarded you
lst if the other colleges hadn't bribed us!
• Enjoyment of Choirs is not exclusive to the hearing
able, take a note from Lea's and act it out, drinking
Java and singing simultaneously have been impres­
sive and we didn't actually see anyone put on any
Blue Suede shoes!
• We loved your Cultural convenor Wendy's "Talk it
Boy!", your other soloists were exceedingly good,
perhaps that English bloke could have actually been
half naked and blue when he sang "I am as blue as
a boy could be", oh wait I've seen that somewhere
before . . . . . .  . 
Carley Lauder 
-·l�,-dancefest !
Dancefest for 2005, what a doozy! The only two people from the com­mittee who weren't virgins to this new experience were Miss Wendy 
Maltby and Miss Andrea Posada. It was time to show all the newcomers 
to Dancefest what this night was all about. It turned out to be loads of fun, 
involved life threatening amounts of stress, being pushed to your break­
ing point (thanks Shark and Posada) and a lot of awesome dance moves. 
Since we are an International College (hence the name ' International 
House') we decided to incorporate this theme into our dance. 'Globalisa­
tion', was an awesome choice. It gave us the opportunity to show how 
culturally diverse our college is and allowed us to stand out with original 
and out there dance moves that the judges were extremely impressed by. 
We decided to split our six-minute dance into four different mini themed 
sections, finishing with one huge finale . 
Our little social butterfly, Miss Lynette Mossman, did the choreography 
for our first section: Oriental . This contemporary section was not only 
graceful but also very girly (no surprise, Lynette is a true girly girl) .  Al­
though not quite as authentic as Nat Okawa hoped it to be, I'm sure eve­
ryone would agree it was a mighty fine piece of choreography and ex­
ceeded all of our expectations . 
Now for section number two: Brazilian. Our own Columbian drug lordess 
choreographed the spunky boys section and Hayley worked at putting 
together the female Brasilian section, which once combined with their 
costumes was one scorching hot display. Chris and Steve did a grand job 
with their shirts off doing capoiera (I think anybody in the crowd would 
agree with this) and the ladies showed what they were made of with their 
complicated and super-quick dance moves. 
Section number three: Spanish/Latin . . .  my section, dominated by me, 
Nazi Janelle . Latin dancing is a specialty of mine and everyone knew by 
the time that this part came by just how much I loved the girls showing 
off some leg and shaking their booties around. American Chris, Kara and 
Sam did amazing jobs with their not so easy tango sections (something 
that none of them had done before) .  After many tantrums on my behalf 
(mostly due to Shark and Posada and a few other unnamention people) 
the Cha Cha turned out to be red hot with a lot of sexy moves that got the 
audience excited. 
Our final section was Globalisation. Our Aussie resident drama student, 
Natalie, got the creative juices flowing. Think hard rock with ballet and 
you've just described this section perfectly. It was amazing and a favourite 
part of everybody's would have had to been the section which involved 
rolling around on the ground, as if we were twitching dead bodies (the 
best twitcher award without fail went to Christiana) . A lot of people were 
in this section and there were lots of different sections of choreographed 
dance. It was extremely time consuming, but some how Natalie with her 
amazing organisational skills pulled through. 
With everyone onstage for the finale, judging from the crowds' reaction 
our closing segment really did the job.  Ashley stole the lime light as her 
body was thrown into the air (thank goodness Alex wasn't the one catch­
ing her or else she would probably have been a goner for sure . . .  ) 
We didn't think we could pull it together on time but somehow we man­
aged to on the night and with just a few minor hiccups, we got an HON­
OURABLE MENTION! 
It was a fantastic experience, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all who 
participate and watched. GO IH AND GO DANCEFEST! ! !  
Janelle Herring 
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The social year of International House . . .  how can one report sum up the crazy adventures, mishaps, sex-filled rampages 
and 'walks of shame' that many-an-IH resident came to experience? This year Jackson and Andrea worked alongside 
each other to help bring the social events of International House to life ! In true IH spirit, each and every party and crazy 
social outing was supported (and I mean supported . . .  ) by many college students with a hardcore, dedicated attitude 
that saw many truly get to "learn" a little more about our international brothers and sisters. Here is a small summary 
of the truly memorable nights at IH this year . . .  
Austin Powers party . . .  reminiscing about this fabulous event, many different memories spring to everybody's mind (maybe 
not Claire's, I don't think she can remember a thing! ) .  It was insanity 
at IH; with the days leading up to the Austin Power's party proving 
just as hectic and wild as the actual party itself. For several days 
beforehand, all that could be heard were frantic cries of "but you 
said I could borrow your platform knee-high boots ! ! ! "  and "do you 
think pink and orange clash enough?" People began to think long 
and hard about which specific op-shops could be visited, when they 
could go and exactly which people to take along . . .  a mission to re­
turn to the 70s was on! 
The Saturday morning before saw many students leaving IH in 
droves to swarm Fortitude Valley, closing in on St Vinnies' and the 
Red Cross like starving vultures ready to pounce on their prey. Tight 
nylon shirts with open-necked collars, three-quarter length pedal­
pushers, faux fur, velvet, a couple of fantastic wigs, clinging bell-bot­
tomed pants and massive sunglasses were in abundance. Overnight, 
the college bloomed into shades of brilliant magenta and orange, 
yellow and lime green, purple and red. Every possible off-putting 
colour combination was put into use, exceeding all expectations. 
Transformed, at 7:30pm, the party-hard IH students made their way 
down to Ivor Cribb to make it a night not to remember. Residents 
were like a flock of stunning, blooming (if somewhat gaudy) birds of 
paradise. It was time to shine. 
The atmosphere was charged. Some people had really gone to town 
with their costumes - BO made a frighteningly accurate Goldmem­
ber and much to our delight, Chris Cook quite closely resembled 
Beyonce Knowles with his wicked afro. The night was awesome, the 
punch tasted . . .  well, like 'punch' . The prize for most amazing wig 
went to Ronan, who won hands down, primarily because nobody 
could actually recognise him when he strutted into the building. Eve­
rybody made huge efforts to really embody the seventies spirit (not 
that it was that hard . . .  ) leaving many to wonder whether the 'spirit' 
of the 70s should have been revived . . .  Nothing more can be said 
other than IH really prides themselves on going the whole hog. True 
to all expectations, no half-arsed efforts were made from anybody. 
Maxine Delves 
QUOTE: "So, is this part of your job?" (a drunken Matt M., while receiving oral pleasure from a random after a big night out. )  
s ha 
Now, ShagFest originated through dodgy Brazilian ex-resident Andre and has continued to get bigger and better each year! ! !  
This year improved on last and proved to be the best ShagFest yet, 
with no limit to the sexual extremes that could be reached by each 
and every resident. Jack came up with great ideas that were appreci­
ated by all residents, the delightful Daiquiri machine, a glow in the 
dark room and outside undercover entertainment area that set the 
'atmosphere' for the evening. 
The day of ShagFest began hectically as the social committee tried 
to get everything set up. Big props go to the 'trusty' punch experts 
and social committee members Mark and Nie, who made sure that 
everything was under control for the night and that the alcohol was 
free flowing for all ! 
An infectious anticipation loomed in the air, as nobody but those 
who had been there before, knew what to expect from this 'infa­
mous' night of nights . One question kept looming large in everyone's 
minds . . .  was this really to be a massive, sex infused orgy and did 
they really want to take part in such lewd and scandalous event? 
For many this night changed lives, as everyone was 'sexed up' with 
explicit names and extreme amounts of baby oil and then sent to 
experience things that they had never thought possible (cough, 
cough . . .  CHRISTIANA! )  Friendly games got the night rolling, but 
it wasn't long until the first few punches and daiquiris set in and the 
night turned into something that was anything but innocent. Shy 
and submissive residents, evolved into ravenous, extroverted sexual 
beings ready to explore the human body; while bold, sexual carnivo­
rous predators found themselves in their prime as they had an end­
less supply of prey to feed upon. 
The passing of ice quickly turned into touching, followed by grab­
bing and extreme groping, which saw many residents left tongue 
tied as they found themselves lip locked with anybody and every­
body. Oil, whipped cream, steam , sweat and dimmed lights saw the 
desires of many college residents finally satisfied as they achieved 
what they had set out to do since arriving at IH, form truly ' lasting' 
friendships with their fellow collegians . .  
Andrea Posada 
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Ladies & Gents Night rolled on by, with the men and women ofIH splitting up to experience the nightlife of Brisbane City. It was 
difficult though to stop college hook-ups when they reunited, as 
some serious college romances bloomed into life . . .  
The ladies looked fabulous as they set out for an evening on the town, 
with their gorgeous dresses and angelic headpieces, they were truly 
a sight to behold . . .  After some last minute stress attacks and nearly 
missing the bus, troubles of the evening faded away with each te­
quila shot downed. Ludicrous challenges were set for those ladies 
daring enough (or should I say drunk enough?), which included 
nude water fountain dipping, collecting condoms and stripping 
down random men . . .  most of these were met through the combined 
efforts of Janelle, Jen and Ashley who among their greatest achieve­
ments collected numerous business cards and made friends, oops, 
I mean made out with one of the bouncers at Port Office. Even our 
' innocent' Japanese exchange students got into the spirit, Miya-Chan 
was seen walking around very drunkenly throughout the evening 
propositioning many-a-man for a condom to add to her growing col­
lection. After downing copious Smirnoff Ice drinks, the ladies of IH 
were finally inebriated enough and ready to meet up with the boys 
at Fridays in the city . . .  
Celebrating all things male, it may not surprise the ladies that the 
band of brothers headed out to the Valley to try our hands at so­
phisticated night clubs such as the Elephant & Wheelbarrow and the
Mustang Bar. Starting off with a rather tasteful group photo . . .  it all 
very quickly degenerated from there. While the ladies 'supposedly' 
sipped away on their colourful cocktails, the boys did the hard yards 
downing jug after jug of cheap, dirty beer. Once the drunken shenan­
igans had begun, there was no turning back. The boys, with a little 
influence from a pair of Mexicans, soon turned to Tequila, downing 
the shots in Mexican wave style. After a further two or three rounds, 
the attention turned to the pool tables where a Battle of the Races 
was taking place. In the true spirit of the evening, I haven't the slight­
est recollection who won. 
Having spent a solid 4 hours working on their beer guts, it came 
time for the men to make the mammoth trek to meet the ladies and 
partake in the drunken debauchery that was to ensue. The walk in 
itself was a truly bonding experience as the boys took turns drag­
ging a totally incapacitated Steve towards Fridays. Without a single 
sober individual in the group, it was a testament to the male race as 
they made it to the venue fully intact. The previous 4 hours honestly 
showed what was really meant by "That Brotherhood may prevail . "  
As each sex made contact with each other again, partners were found 
for the evening and insane amounts of dancing and 'bonding' were 
achieved, proving that the men and women of IH really do it better, 
when they ' share the love' together. 
Claire Jorgensen & Tim Hawgood
QUOTE: "Actually, if I'm going to go by phallus law, I can see Yuko's clothes getting kicked fast."  <The_Blur> 
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IP' there are many words that spring to mind . . .  some crude,
I some rude and many that are just plain out there . The theme
for boat cruise saw many creative costumes appear. Princesses, pi­
rates, peas, and pixies all made their way on board, with probably 
the best and most creative costumes going to Nii Lantey and Louw 
who made their way onboard as a dashing pilot and live palm tree 
respectively. 
The disguises, masks and costumes acted as camouflage, as many 
people used their 'hidden' identity to their advantage, partaking 
in many wild activities and some intense pole dancing. The simple 
ferry soon turned into a fiery 'love boat' as freedom, youth and lust 
combined and saw all new couples formed, many re-enactments of 
classic Titanic scenes and endless hours of dirty dancing. 
The true vitality of this night was captured on camera, with some 
note worthy photos of many residents being taken. Who can forget 
those photos of Steven with his 'Pink Lady', Alex sharing his crabs, 
Shark getting caught in a net and the skills of the photographer who 
framed one of our social convenors (the male or female?) with our 
very own ICC president Jorgo looking as if they were about to get 
nice and cosy . . .  
After the boat finally docked, many residents kicked on to the Em­
bassy, gaining many weird glances as they walked through the city. 
More IH love was shared and many more drinks were consumed, 
which saw residents stumbling back to IH in the wee hours of the 
morning. 
Andrea Posada 
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The International House Ball is a stal­wart of the IH calendar and 2005 was 
not going to be out-classed by functions 
of previous years. As an IH 'newbie' I 
shall not be well placed to undertake a 
comparative analysis but the event cer­
tainly had a lasting impact on my most­
ly-complete memory. 
It is well known that students cling to 
money like a mother to a near-abducted 
child thus it took a good deal of cajole­
ment and persuasion by the social com­
mittee to get most IH residents signed 
up for this rather unique gala evening. 
The IH Ball took place this year amongst 
the classic cascading candelabras of the 
Victoria Golf and Country Club . 
The watchword was class. Classy drinks 
on the veranda of the golf club with 
golden fireworks piquanting the clear, 
cavernous night sky. Classy tabular ar­
rangements festooned with local flora 
and fauna - we classily devoured the 
fauna and admired the flora through 
glazed eyes. 
The event was well served by a particu­
larly classy jukebox (no need for a sweat­
ily overweight harangued party-hire DJ 
with a penchant for Right Said Fred) that 
pumped out old time classics like 'Cot­
ton-Eye Joe' and 'Hollaback Girl' . 
The dessert was not bananas (b-a-n-a­
n-a-s) but was however shipped all the 
way from France to allow the backward, 
ill-educated, uncultured Aussie students 
a taste of the Creme Bruleed good life. 
The waiting staff were very attentive. 
They circulated the room like drug-push­
ing ballet dancers carrying bottles and 
glasses of viscous, intoxicating liquid. 
They would lure us, impressionable stu­
dents with the promise of ' top-ups' and 
would proceed to fill an already half-full 
glass - a brimful of our own, personal­
ised poison. 
The photographer carried a particular­
ly large portion of kudos to those who 
were not engaged in a self-destructive 
obsession to obtain as many 'top-ups' as 
possible. It was an opportunity for the 
students who habitually adorn them­
selves in a 'wife-beater', 'boardies' and 
thongs (or flip-flops as they are less pro­
vocatively termed where I come from) 
to record and document for posterity an 
occasion where the word 'dag' or 'bogan' 
could not be thrown at them with any le­
gitimacy. 
The dance floor was very well patron­
ised. The event lost most of its class 
on said dance floor - men, bowties and 
dancing are three concepts that, when 
combined, never shout 'dignity' and 
the sight of a certain pair of mammaries 
added to the theme. For the record, the 
aforementioned female assets were later 
sighted in Pancake Manor accompanied 
by an inquisition as to whether they were 
abnormally asymmetrical . - Verdict: not 
abnormally. 
The social committee had sadistically 
organised an after venue and those who 
felt sufficiently brave or imbecilic board­
ed the horsepower drawn coaches to the 
rather exclusive Port Office. Bouncers 
framed the doors, like axe-wielding Vi­
kings at the entrance to Valhalla, passing 
final judgment on our credentials as an 
army of the unintoxicated. Some suc­
ceeded, others fell by the wayside and 
with success came fountains of wenches 
and wine, while the failures encountered 
the long taxi ride home. 
The event went somewhat X-files to­
wards the end of the night with mul­
tiple people reporting memory-theft. 
One particular Ball-goer lost a whole 12 
hours from their life waking the next day 
fully clothed on their demolished floor 
absent; one bow-tie, one mobile phone, 
one short term memory, one doubt about 
their sexuality and a large dollop of de­
corum. 
The event could only be characterised 
as an especially classy success that will 
be forever remembered in the annals of 
International House legend albeit not in 
the minds of the participants . 
Ross Howarth 
DID YOU KNOW?: There is one room in the undergraduate towers with a ceiling fan, and two with their own bathroom and toilet. 
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This night promised to be huge, the last party of the year and Ann Carroll's return to drinking after a dry semester meant that noth­
ing less than a night of drunken antics, flamboyant costumes and 
crazy dancing could be expected. Set up between B and C Towers, IH 
partied in style with a huge marquee, blow up pool and Amir spin­
ning tunes with his DJ equipment. 
There were mini skirts, coloured women, bikini tops and more mini 
skirts, the boys by far made the night unforgettable strutting around 
in the fairer sex's clothes.  Jack Chiu was the by far the best women 
of the night, with legs like that he got many-a-jealous glance from 
the envious IH ladies. Tom Baldwin's uncanny female appearance 
left many people wondering and who could forgot Tom Lockwood? 
What a mature aged lady he made! 
As the night moved forward and more and more drinks were con­
sumed, pushing people into the pool began, slippery sliding and 
grinding on the dance floor. Steven once again found himself un­
der an IH tower, entertaining a young lady under D tower this time. 
Wilson was propositioning anybody that passed him by and Carley 
found herself so inspired by the coloured women that she got herself 
painted up after the party had finished, with some mission in mind 
that involved King's Pool. 
I don't think there was a sober person in the college by the end of 
the night. It was a fantastic way to end the year and get stuck into 
studying for exams. I don't think that the IH men had ever enjoyed 
themselves more, the night providing them with an opportunity to 
get in touch with their feminine sides and for the ladies the chance 
to mock the boys in their clothing, while watching them 'skank' the 
night away. 
Claire Jorgensen 
The social events of IH this year have truly brought the 
residents of our college together. 
While this social report has been 
limited to the major college events 
throughout the year, there have 
been many nights spent by IH res­
idents drinking and reeking havoc 
out on the town. The social events 
of IH, whether non-alcoholic 
or alcoholic have truly brought 
many people together and left 
them with experiences that they 
will never forget or never actually 
fully remember. There have been 
highs and lows, but each truly 
memorable night helped to bring 
together our college and helped 
sustain the true IH spirit. 
It has honestly been a great experi­
ence for Jackson and I to have had 
the opportunity to work as Social 
Convenors at IH this year. Many 
thanks goes to our committee, 
which consisted of the delightful 
Mark, Nie, Tim, Eddie, Lynnette, 
Ashley and Hayley. Good luck to 
everyone in the future and espe­
cially to Mark and Lynette as the 
future. Social Conveners for 2006. 
Good luck to everyone in the fu­
ture, keep enjoying life and keep 
drinking . . . . 
Andrea Posada & Jackson Stigwood 
Social Convenors 2005 
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IHsport in 2005 started off in stellar fashion with a Sports Day at the end 
of 0-Week. Despite the weary bunch we had 
to work with, the day still proved to be very 
successful and games of beach volleyball and 
ultimate frisbee provided a good introduction 
to IH Sport. 
The official sports year kicked off a few weeks 
later with probably the biggest sporting 
event of the year, the ICC Swimming Carni­
val, and IH arrived with a crowd to match. 
Our support, and the general atmosphere at 
the pool, helped spur our boys on to a very 
credible performance in what is traditionally 
one of our weakest competitions. As is start­
ing to become a bit of a tradition, the IH men 
kicked off the carnival with an awesome per­
formance in the night's first event, the 200m 
freestyle. Justin Rees swam a great race and 
picked up a 2nd place in what was the first 
of his many races for the night. Other nota­
ble performances on the night were a crook 
Tim Hawgood's 3rd in the 200m I.M and the 
3rd place recorded by our 4x50m Medley re­
lay team, with Justin swimming breaststroke, 
Tim swimming backstroke, Steven Ashburn 
swimming freestyle and Dan Oberg swim­
ming butterfly. Justin and Tim also recorded 
a 4th place each in the 50m Breaststroke and 
50m Backstroke respectively and Dan snagged 
a 4th in the 50m Butterfly. The final standings 
for the night saw IH 6th on 40 points, narrow­
ly behind St Leos on 44 and in front of Union 
on 33. A very solid result and a good improve­
ment on last year. 
Next on the agenda was the first ever ICC AFL 
Carnival, points from which were excluded 
from the overall ICC tally. IH entered a team 
in the Fresher competition and the boys were 
very competitive in their only two games, de­
nied by the hooter in both. 
The good things continued with the vol-
leyball competition, although the first 
night of competition gave us a less 
than desirable start. Our first 
game ended in a costly loss 
against Cromwell, before 
our boys had had a chance to really 
get the hang of things. Next up 
were the boys from Kings. 
Although we strung 
together some occa­
sional good points, 
we never worried 
the team that was, 
in my opinion, the most 
dominant out of all teams in all sports this year. Af­
ter this rough start, however, IH bounced back to 
win 3 of the 4 remaining matches. We accounted for 
Emmanuel without too much trouble, had another 
painful and costly loss to St Leos - giving them 
their only win for the season - and then fought 
back from 1 set down to get up and over two high 
quality teams from St Johns and Union in two tre­
mendous 3 setters. After an up-and-down season 
that saw us beat 2 good teams and lose to 2 average 
teams, we ended up tied 3rd with St Johns. 
What then ensued could only be described as 'dark 
ages . '  Somebody must have burnt the books on how 
to play cricket, touch and hockey because our boys 
went through winless in all three. It wasn't all bad 
though; in hockey, a team with no subs, very lit­
tle hockey experience, and boasting about 6 hours 
sleep between them, 
put up a hell of a first­
half-first-match fight 
against the eventual 
premiers - Emmanuel. 
In the cricket, Emil Mo­
han gave some classy 
bowling displays and 
Jack Stigwood threw 
style out the window 
and made some qual­
ity runs with a few un­
conventional strokes. 
In tough touch compe­
tition our boys managed to cross the line four times 
- winning the unwritten competition between the 
boys and the girls for most tries scored. A special 
mention needs to go to Mark 'The Shark' Kinsella 
who, despite later making it through the open rug­
by season unscathed, managed to break his thumb 
in a touch training session. Shark, picking up where 
Amir Faour left off in '04, incurred the break when 
he placed the ball down a little too enthusiastically 
after being touched.  The onus is now on the '06 
bunch to continue this new trend by incurring a se­
rious injury on the touch field with an un-inspiring 
story to go along with it. 
>> 
fHE STATS: This year a total of 87 residents (36%) participated in at least one sporting event. 
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Next up was fresher rugby union and the IH Freshers; 
Justin Rees, Ian Chan and Mark Kinsella, with cameos 
by Nick Posada and Emil Mohan, brought some much 
needed experience to the Cromwell/IH combined team. 
However, our boys could only do so much and the team 
struggled coming joint last with Emmanuel - who they 
never actually faced due to that match being rained out. 
Our fresher boys, with the worthy additions of Alex 
Jayne and Lauw Botha, once again played a crucial part 
in the Open Rugby team, and this time the boys notched 
up a win against St Johns to leave them 5th on the table. 
In tennis, a forfeit by Union gave IH an automatic sixth. 
Unfortunately, we couldn't improve on this as we strug­
gled to have our best players consistently available. The 
squash boys faced the same difficulty, but they man­
aged to get enough talent together to do the job against 
Cromwell - the win taking the boys to fifth overall . 
The mens soccer team had another tough year going 
through win-less, but sometimes coming close. In three 
of their six matches, the margin was only 1 goal and in 
two of these the winning goal came very late. 
Determined to end the year the way we started, our basket­
ball boys took the court with the hopes of the college rest­
ing on their shoulders. We made our intentions clear early 
by knocking off Kings in our first game in a tight but con­
trolled finish 29-24. The win putting an end to the drought 
IH has experienced against Kings in every sport in recent 
years. In 
our second 
game for 
the night 
t h o u g h ,  
with the 
a d r e n a ­
lin mostly 
gone, the 
e v e n t u a l  
p r e m i e r s  
Em­
manuel 
put an ear­
ly dampener on our hopes. Though they were in control 
most the game, we were never more than a few points 
behind. This made for a close finish and the smallest of 
Emmanuel's six winning margins in their undefeated 
season, the final score being 35-32. A week later IH eas­
ily accounted for St Johns and then played a high qual­
ity match against Union. The match came down mostly 
to free throws but Union ended up getting off the hook 
39-35. Then, despite a dismal start to the match, IH man­
aged to get past Cromwell rather comfortably and we 
had one more heart-stopper in us for our final game 
against St Leos. Down heavily on the scoreboard, our 
boys shifted to top gear and made a massive comeback 
to down Leos 42-41 and secure themselves outright 3rd. 
The result was great in itself, but the tiny margins we lost 
by further reinforce this performance as the best by any 
IH Men's team in years. The rare outright 3rd place also 
meant that IH was given two ICC nominations, when we 
almost always receive only one. Congratulations to Erik 
Ehrengren and Sam Stacey. 
The Athletics Carnival is traditionally a tough competi­
tion for the IH males and this year proved no different. 
Special mention to Emil Mohan who bore a heavy load 
of events including the lOOm, 200m, 4x100m, long jump, 
high jump, triple jump and javelin. The best results of 
the day were three 4th places. The first was by Emil in 
the triple jump, the second a fantastic gutsy 1500m run 
by South African John Warren, who had also run the 
800m earlier in the day. The third, in the shot-put, where 
a lanky bloke from Emmanuel, with quite a few drinks 
under his belt, saw the absence of an IH competitor and 
decided to step up. He tossed the shot a distance many 
IH men could have equaled or bettered, had any of them 
had the courage or commitment to step up, making the 
fourth place bitter-sweet. The Emmanuel bloke also got a 
group of his buddies together to form an IH 4x400 team, 
but the boys didn't help our cause much, crossing the 
line 7th. 
The IHAC Awards Dinner wrapped up the sporting year 
and saw those that contributed and committed the most 
throughout the year rewarded for their hard efforts. 
Half Blues were awarded to Mark Kinsella, Jackson Stig­
wood, John Warren, Leo Simmons, James Maasdorp and 
Ian Chan. Full Blues went to Jonathon Blodgett, Emil 
Mohan, Nick Posada and Tim Hawgood. Kenny Wong 
was the recipient of the IH Spirit Award, for the time and 
hard work he put into the Basketball team, while Justin 
Rees took out Sportsman of the year and an accompany­
ing full blue. 
Overall, 2005 has been a successful year. Despite this, the 
final standings for the year saw IH 7th once again on 23 
points, behind St Leos on 42. In the weighted shield we 
were also 7th on 0 .193, behind Union on 0.25. Our ulti­
mate goal is to be a contender in the majority of sports 
in ICC; however, this isn't going to happen overnight. 
We equaled or bettered our standings from last year in 
almost every sport and had two real standouts in the vol­
leyball and basketball, making 2005 a good strong step 
towards this goal. The next step is to achieve consistency 
across the board, which is what lets us down both in in­
dividual sports and in the overall sports rankings. Com­
mitment is still, as always, one of our biggest obstacles. 
Being the Male Sports Convenor in 05' has been a good 
experience and I wish the 06' convenor all the best. I sin­
cerely hope our sportsman in 2006 can improve again on 
what we have achieved this year and take another big 
step towards our goal. 
Alex Maskiell 
2005 Male Sports Convenor 
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Well all in all . . .  it has been fun, stressful and tiring but very entertaining. We started off the year with 
swimming, having barely established proper friendships 
with everyone at IH we were all expected to get half na­
ked, jump into a cold swimming pool and swim as if our 
life depended on it. I don't know about everyone else but 
I felt a little uncomfortable when lining up for the relays 
with Kings boys standing behind us, especially standing 
next to someone as hot as Meg in her sporting bikini. With 
that said however, we all gave it our best and had fun. 
Netball 
Sarah led the way followed closely by her sexy vixens. 
Many supporters enjoyed watching, as Andrea seemed to 
run around with endless bounds of energy and continue 
appearing in front of the net from out of nowhere. The 
girls played marvellously and secured numerous victo­
ries, with their supporters cheering them on all the way. 
Volleyball 
Hallie and her team of bloodthirsty J ap­
anese girls conquered them all. Mis­
judged by their height, Ai, Yuko 
and the twins proved that be-
others in the team as everyone played their part and Hal­
lie especially, as she skilfully used each player's strengths 
to secure IH some amazing victories .  We should all look 
back and give her credit for proving to us all that blondes 
do in fact have brains. 
Touch Rugby 
I think I speak for most of the team when I say, Romi, I 
love you but hate you at the same time. Drill sergeant 
in a previous life, she was able to turn a team of reason­
ably un-fit and heavy smokers into a force to be reckoned 
with. Without Romi, there would have been no fight at 
all, but we proved that the spirit of IH is something that 
cannot be destroyed.  
Hockey 
I am sure you all hate me for this, if it was not for waking 
you up at seven on a Saturday morning, then it would 
be for my amazing goal, the only goal which our team 
managed to score . I remember it well, seeing Melissa's 
expression as I accidentally managed to put a shot into 
our OWN GOAL! The season I felt was very entertaining 
and inspired our girls to make a social team, where they 
together with the IH men have been winning practically 
all their games! 
Cross Country 
Thank you everyone who participated in this gruel­
ling, stupid sport, but there is one young lady who I feel 
should be mentioned, Kara Martin. Kara came lOth in the 
female cross country, but by the time she 
got to the end of the race, her need to 
go to the toilet led her running off 
to the nearest toilet, rather then 
ing short has its advantages .  � We must not fNget the 
:!' v 
the waiting marshals. Now 
that she has finally been able 
to relieve herself, I do feel that 
we should never let her forget 
this hilarious event! 
QUOTE: "Full Blues are given to those who P
_.
l ___ 6_• occ;� � - even M��eS) 
Squash 
One of the people I could not have done with out this se­
mester (as I hate squash and I do not understand it) was 
Bex, who kindly offered to take over the team and organ­
ise all the games. I gratefully sat back and took advantage 
of this and we are now officially the only college where 
the squash scores and games were all played and scores 
given up. Wade Hurst loves us for it! 
Soccer 
Leading up to Semester Two all of the girls were all look­
ing forward to soccer season! We had a strong team and 
Anne (our resident female soccer fanatic) was sure to 
do some damage. However, before a game could even 
be played or practises could be started, Anne went and 
slipped on some ice making her brain swell and it unfor­
tunately saw the removal of her sporting talents for the 
soccer season. However, an ever dependable and multi­
talented blonde once again rescued me. Hallie moulded 
the team into a lean, mean, fighting team. IH proved to 
everyone else that they do in fact belong on the sporting 
field and are a strong force to be reckoned with. 
Basketball 
These girls were incredible! Becca and her team 
proved that height and aggressiveness are not 
the only ways to win a game, still, Becca, Sarah 
and myself did all try and abuse our height, 
which in the end just resulted in a lot of 
shoving on court. Yuko, Ai and the rest 
of girls left their competitors by the 
way side, as some how Yuko would 
suddenly appear, slide the ball 
away and then fly down to the 
other end of the court. These la­
dies truly deserve some serious 
congratulations, it doesn't mat-
ter whether they won or not, 
they played like a team and 
Becca did an unbelievable job 
coaching them. 
Softball 
What a stupid name for a game where 
the ball isn't even soft! If you had someone 
hit the ball straight into your leg, you would be agree­
ing with me right now! Alyssa, Ashley, Whitney, Abe, the 
list is endless, but softball was good fun and thankfully 
didn't involve too much running. It was great playing 
with the other friendly teams and I hope everyone else 
enjoyed it as much as I did. 
Athletics Carnival 
I have to mention two amazing people in this, both Ash­
ley and Emil who both did far more than was required of 
them on the day without a single complaint. Other peo­
ple who were used and abused on the day and were Ai, 
Stephanie and Alyssa, just to name a few. 
A huge thankyou needs to go to everyone that participat­
ed in IH sport this year and to everyone who came and 
supported IH at anyone of the different sporting events . 
This concludes all of the sports of the year, I hope to see 
some more faces next year, both on and next to the field. 
Good luck Whitney, you will be great! Thank you every­
one! 
Nathalie Swart 
Female Sports Convenor 2005 
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This year saw many changes with IH food, most of 
them good! @ 
First semester was interesting, to say the least. Our 
flag dinner and light ceremony had the college motto 
said by someone from every country represented at IH 
(well, almost) . 
Our Masquerade theme brought out a few crazy styles, 
everything from a watermelon mask to feathery mul­
ticoloured birds. Some people looked stunning, whilst 
others were just disturbing (why a giant picture of their 
own face?) The Rainbow Bara Khana is infamous; just 
ask someone which dessert they remember best . . .  
And of course we had Bandfest Bara Khana, with a 
practice run for the band (awesome) and some very an­
noyed looking board members . . .  
Second semester was of course Soiree! The post Soiree 
Bara Khana is best remembered because of Maja's poem 
about her soiree committee.  The Indian Curry night had 
traditional Indian food; it even passed the standards of 
our resident Indian food critics and IHAC was a great 
success, many awards all round. 
The performances from our college fool were amazing. 
The most memorable has to be the "devil stick strip­
tease."  Passion Pop (aka. Daniel) was forever foolish, 
but with flair. 
For those of you who missed Bara Khanas, booooo! 
They were all wonderful nights, and a great opportu­
nity to drink, eat and be merry with everyone at IH. 
Many thanks to those who helped out with the Bara 
Khanas, you made it fun. Especially Wendy, Steve, 
Michelle and little Natalie, you guys rock. 
Sarah Opie 
� Food Convenor 
' 
\ 
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sundav SUPFff 
2005 saw the revival of the tradition of Sunday Supper 
at International House. 
Sunday Supper is a major event held at International 
Houses across the world, including our own in a by­
gone era, which enables residents to share their various 
culinary and cultural delights with everyone. But col­
leges change, and sometimes these changes see the fad­
ing away of such events. 
I worked very hard, with help from Tom Lockwood and 
others, and support from our president Eddie, to revive 
this tradition at IH. My aspiration is to see it become an 
integral part of the cross-cultural program at IH every 
year (an ambition I can hopefully work towards as 2006 
cross-cultural convenor) . Whilst our version of Sunday 
Supper undoubtedly differs from the original, we had 
to start from scratch, and we're very proud of what we 
accomplished - a casual, fun dinner, held twice this year 
that really brought people together in a relaxing and 
friendly environment (at the H & I tower walkways). 
Of course, the credit mostly belongs to the volunteer 
chefs, who laboured for hours over hot stoves and 
chopping boards - not to mention having to endure my 
car for the trips to Chinatown and Coles - to bring eve­
ryone fan tic dishes. Rita's desserts, in particular, will 
not be forgo any time soon. 
..... 
�- ��=� 
MOST MEMORABLE MEALS' Chicken Shobu Shobu, B<i!d Sau", 
.. 
h"ken Shob110ce . .  1 
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environmental 
This year the recycling was better than ever. Most peo­
ple in IH understood what paper and glass was by the 
end of the year (except those F towerians . . .  ) The prize 
for the most alcohol bottles goes to C tower, which al­
ways filled up first. 
The few valiant crusaders for environmental awareness 
flew under the radar. A few acted secretly, to empty the 
bins without recognition, without accolades. To those of 
you out there, I salute you. 
Clean-up Australia Day was actually fun. We took a trip 
up to Mount Gravatt, and collected many, many, many 
bags of rubbish. As well as a few random items . . .  (a golf 
club, a car tyre and German porn magazines) and fin­
ished off with a free BBQ in the park. Thanks to the 
many IH people that came and helped. 
A big thank you to everyone who recycled this year, it 
really does make a difference. 
Sarah Opie 
Environmental Convenor 
board Of manage­:m.ent 
The Board of  Management is  made up of  about ten ded­
icated men and women, who volunteer their time and 
experience to ensure that International House runs as 
smoothly as possible . There are also two student repre­
sentatives, this year Eddie and myself, who make sure 
that the residents' voice is heard and consulted before 
decisions are made affecting how IH runs. 
2005 saw the review of the organisation of IH, with stra­
tegic planning sessions being held for both residents 
and the members of the board in September. This proc­
ess has provided a clear direction for the year to come 
and outlined the current challenges faced by IH. Some 
key areas that will be addressed are communication, in 
particular between the BoM and residents, and our fa­
cilities. If you are interested in learning more about IH 
or are concerned about management issues, then please 
make sure you approach your BoM representative so 
that they can raise your concerns for you. It's up to you 
to make your voice heard. 
On a personal note, the opportunity to represent you 
all at the Board of Management this year has been a re­
warding experience. I've learnt a lot about the organisa­
tion that is required in running the fantastic college we 
call International House. Go the BoM! 
Victoria Toal 
BoM Rep 
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sponsorship 
Sponsorship is one of those interesting positions 
because it's very open-ended (and the previous 
convenor was more notable for his absence, real­
ly) . Even so, I worked my way onto the Bandfest 
and Soiree committees as well as the Kanyana 
crew. 
This saw sponsorship co-ordinate the selling of 
Bandfest chocolates as well as annoy the living 
daylights out of IH trying to get them sold and 
pester businesses for their money. 
Soiree involved applying for numerous grants 
and seeking support from the various ethnic 
Clubs and Societies for performers. Working 
with the Kanyana team required obtaining ex­
ternal support to subsidise the A4 pages you are 
now reading. 
Special thanks goes to Scuba and Nat for selling 
all those chocolates, even while less than sober. 
we love you all. 
James Flynn 
Sponsorship Convenor 
charity 
It was a quiet year for Charity, but there were a 
few momentous occasions to be remembered. 
The year started off with a group of proud IH'ers 
heading up to Mt. Cootha to participate in the 
annual Clean up Australia Day, courtesy of UQ's 
volunteering society, Bridge. Not only did we 
find lots of drink bottles, cans and food wrap­
pers, add to that a computer screen, and some 
very strange magazines.  After all our hard work 
(with bags and bags to prove it) we enjoyed a 
BBQ lunch. Thanks once again to Bridge and to 
Sarah, our Environment Convenor. 
Next up was the Oxfam Walk Against Want. Ah, 
such fun dancing in the rain! Oxfam organised 
activities - bands, dancing and a yoga session in 
the City Botanic Gardens before the walk began. 
There was also free tasting of Fair-Trade Coffee, 
which also led to the introduction of Fair-Trade 
Coffee at this year's Soiree. It was lots of fun and 
I hope IH will have a greater presence in 2006. 
The biggest event in the 2005 Charity calendar 
was without a doubt, IH's Greatest Shave. It's all 
about interpretation really, perhaps "IH's Great­
est Hair Removal" would be more appropriate 
and after all, wax is far more fun. A huge thank 
you to our brave IH men for getting in touch with 
their feminine sides and experiencing what wax­
ing is all about: Mike, Tim, Emil, Steve and Chris 
Cook; to James Flynn for his Mohawk and Brian 
for his amazing efforts in raising over $100 (with 
a little help from Ashley) and losing all his long 
locks . We raised over $300 for the Qld Leukaemia 
Foundation. Congratulations on an awesome ef­
fort IH! 
We did see a bit of a revival in semester two with 
the Post-Grads fundraising to support the fam­
ine in Niger. We're a charitable bunch and I hope 
that Charity will return to its former glory at IH 
in the future. All the best to the Charity Conven-
ors of 2006. ·� � 
Victoria Toal 
Charity Convenor 
.!fHE STATS: This year 57% of residents did not represent IH in any ICC sporting or cultural events. 
Walk Against 
Want 
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Shave 
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Hair Removal 
the hunger bu�ort 
It all starts at around 9 :30prn every night, when the 
dedicated holders of the keys of life with their minions 
stand proud and lungs filled with air ready to expel in 
three syllables: 
S S S  H H H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P P P . 
O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O H P P P P P P ­
PEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEN! ! ! ! !  ! !  
Then comes the initial mad craze of hungry, thirst, 
deprived college students just looking for that sugar, 
caffeine, chocolate, fatty, refreshing item to subdue the 
cravings of hunger and thirst. Then for the hard work­
ers behind the counter there is a lull in business, watch­
es are looked at and few words are mentioned . It has 
only been ten minutes and the boring, arduous waste 
of precious time comes in, until 5 minutes to 10 when 
a shrilling high pitched "LAST ORDERS" call is heard 
and the second influx of late orders are dealt with by 
lO :OOprn when "SHOP CLOSING" is yelled and glares 
are directed at the very late corners. This raps up the 
average night at the one and only late night congrega­
tion, party, feasting center, THE COLLEGE SHOP. 
Blake Daley & Nathan Walk 
Shopkeepers 2005 
college tool 
Aaaugh . . .  The year in retrospect . . .  What can I say 
about my position as college fool? I must say it has 
been quite hard to manage university work and pop­
foolery and I hope I delivered on the foolery part; OH 
GOD I hope I delivered on the foolery! 
First off, I have to thank all my fans for supporting me 
and all of you for every single sympathy laugh I got; it 
made the real laughs seem that much more uncomfort­
able. 
WOW! This year just flitted by. I can't help but think 
of the laughs that never were, the presentations that 
I should have spent more than 10 minutes on and the 
volumes and volumes of people that have tried, poorly, 
to sing the Passion Pop song. It's not hard people: 3 
lines to the Spiderman theme tune, duh. 
So what about IH? Well . . .  I don't see this electoral po­
sition leading to a presidency, as did Eddie's year-long 
stint. However, I'm sure if I slept with the president I 
would have a shoe in the political door. I did see my ef­
forts as deserving of some sort of prize, or at least some 
small east European nation, but what can you do? I can 
say that I have had a blast and am really glad that I 
came to IH and threw myself out there during 0 week. 
Would I do it all again? . . .  Possibly . . .  if you paid me. 
But it was fun while it lasted. 
Other positions I would have been better suited for: 
• Official power point slide show producer with little 
witty remarks to make laughs and good times; 
• Official sleep till noon ambassador (a joint position 
with all those nocturnal collegians); 
• The hobo award; and 
• The official investigator of missing late dinners. I 
think I may know where they were going. 
Daniel 'Passion Pop ' Gunthorpe 
international house kanvana 2005 
NAAUC Conference 
Melbourne, lst July -12th July 2005 
During the winter break, Nick, Ann 
and I had the privilege to attend the 
National Association of Austral-
ian University College Conference 
(NAAUC) held at Queen's and 
Ormand's College in Melbourne. To 
sum it up - the conference was ab­
solutely amazing. With guest speak­
ers, discussion groups, development 
seminars and social events, the 
NAAUC conference helped me gain 
a better insight into college life and 
cemented my passion for IH. 
NAAUC is a student run organisa­
tion that coordinates a network of 
communications between member 
colleges on a national scale. Its 
central function is to organise a 
conference each year for members of 
each college. The aim is to provide 
students with information, ideas and 
experience which will allow them to 
improve student life at their own col­
leges. Nick and I were lucky enough 
to receive scholarships from NAAUC 
to attend the conference. 
The week was filled with a myriad of 
action-packed activities. The discus­
sion groups were both practical and 
informative; topics included 0 week, 
community service and college spirit, 
to name a few. The guest speakers 
were amazing and covered a wide 
range of topics. Academy award 
winner, Adam Elliott, gave a light­
hearted and humorous account of 
his experiences at winning an Oscar. 
Mr Ivan Devson AO gave an inspir­
ing speech about leadership. In 
particular, he noted the importance 
of being an 'internationalist, ' saying 
that leaders in this day and age need 
to have cross cultural understanding 
to succeed. Brent Sanders, Managing 
Director of "Winning Edge Strate­
gies", spoke about sexual harass­
ment in the college environment. The 
professional development workshops 
were very helpful as well. Troy 
Trewin spoke about the importance 
of Knowledge Management in col­
leges. He gave some insightful tips 
about how to preserve knowledge 
and to ensure that ideas are passed 
on from year to year. 
And, of course, there were the social 
events. With a ball, a pubcrawl, a 
community service afternoon plant­
ing trees, parliamentary debating, 
a back to school party and a trivial 
night, the NAAUC conference made 
0 week look like the first week of 
preschool. It was at these activities 
that provided us with a great chance 
to mix and mingle with other col­
legians. The social events gave me a 
chance to get to know everyone ( es­
pecially the UQ mob) and talk one­
on-one to people about their own col­
lege experiences. What was amazing 
was how passionate everyone was 
about college. Despite the differences 
of each college, the characteristics of 
college students are the same - pas-
sionate, active and motivated people 
willingly to give anything a go. 
The NAAUC conference also gave 
us the opportunity to meet students 
from other International Houses in 
Australia. Many of you might not 
know that there are actually eight 
IHs in Australia. Though they all 
differ, the fundamental values and 
principles of brotherhood and toler-
ance are the same. After the confer­
ence, the three of us (along with 
two residents from IH Newcastle) 
packed our bags and headed over to 
IH Melbourne. It gave us a chance 
to relax and unwind after hectic 
week. During our time together, we 
discussed issues pertinent to IHs 
- cross cultural interaction, brother­
hood, international students etc. 
Furthermore, we also began plan­
ning the start of an Australian IH 
organisation - a student organisation 
dedicated towards the development 
and growth of International Houses 
in Australia. We wrote a vision and 
set out short and long term goals . 
Ultimately, we would like to see a 
conference, similar to NAAUC, just 
for IH colleges. 
The NAAUC conference gave me 
a wealth of ideas and knowledge 
about college life. More significantly 
though, it cemented my love and 
passion for IH Brisbane. Yes - we are 
a unique college. Yes- we have our 
strengths and weaknesses. But we 
are heading in the right direction - I 
can only see a positive future for IH. 
NAAUC was fantastic experience 
and one that I highly recommend to 
anyone planning to taken an active 
role at IH in the coming years. 
Yours in Brotherhood, 
Eddie 
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F riday 13th of May. The crowds roar, the bands play, and a hun­
dred Housies scurry around with 
pizza boxes and drunken Kingsmen. 
It can only be BANDFEST! ! ! !  
So what can I say about the biggest 
and best musical event ever to hit 
UQ? It's the rockingest rocky piece 
of rock that you could hope to find, 
and it's all ours ! Yeah, baby! When I 
first got handed Bandfest at the be­
ginning of the semester 1, I couldn't 
imagine how it was all going to get 
done. A venue, equipment, a bar, 
judges and 10 bands? No chance, I 
thought! I was forgetting of course, 
that nothing gets between IH and a 
big party ! !  Not only did we pull it 
off, we made a nice fat profit, thanks 
to all the volunteers, and the incred­
ible work put in by the committee! ! !  
Sometimes a little over zealous (if 
it were not for some clever talk­
ing with Cadbury, we'd still have a 
few hundred boxes of fundraising 
chocolate stashed away! )  but apart 
from the occasional bit of excite­
ment things went pretty smoothly, 
especially seeing as though the com­
mittee were mostly first years! 
I'm not going to go through every 
member of the committee heaping 
praise upon them for their individ­
ual Herculean feats- we all know 
who they are and I recommend you 
go and give them a big hug . . .  right 
now . . .  go! One name I will mention 
and that's Miss Maltby our lovely 
cultural convenor- Without her cra­
ziness and occasional sanity, I don't 
think we'd have been able to hold it 
together (or at least, I would have 
gone mad and started saying 'wib­
ble' a lot, which would have been 
bad. Trust me) 
A thousand Wednesday market 
days, and a hundred run-ins with 
ICC later, we had a bandfest and 
what a night it was .  Our band rocked 
the kazbah, obviously, but there's no 
accounting for taste and we didn't 
quite win. Everyone seemed to real­
ly enjoy it, and apart from the usual 
antics of urinating Kingsmen and 
shirt-stealers, it went off according 
to plan. 
As far as my job is concerned, it 
couldn't have been easier- I never 
had to tell the committee twice and 
we had more willing volunteers 
than you can shake a really big stick 
at. Special thanks to all those of you 
who stuck it out on the market stalls, 
even in the rain. 
Everything, from the awesome t­
shirts and posters, to the banner, to 
the setup and the brilliant music, it 
was an amazing night for IH and 
we did ourselves proud. I'm back in 
the UK now and I'm already getting 
withdrawal symptoms from all that 
IH is and does. There's nowhere like 
it, so give it all you've got. Thanks 
again to everyone who helped out 
and let's make it even better next 
year ! 
Jo.ff Manning 
Bandfest Convenor 2005 
On a warm fateful night in September last year, One beer quickly turned into twenty. 
I came back to IH and I had no idea, 
What would happen when I ran into Eddie. 
We smoked, and we talked about life and such things, 
Our friendship back then was much cleaner. 
I woke up the next day and I said to myself: 
"Shit. I think I've agreed to be Soiree convenor!"  
Some weeks after that I returned to  my room, 
To a pile of folders stacked 'gainst the door. 
Past Soiree reports, tales of impending doom, 
But I still wasn't sure what I'd got myself in for. 
2005: a new year, a fresh start, 
My catch-cry: "Sign up for Soiree! "  
I needed a committee with courage and heart, 
And ended up with this lot you see here today. 
Jorgo and Jacob my two right-hand men, 
Helped me through a bureaucratic hell. 
And cheers to the food boys, Piyanut and Ben, 
And the alcohol convenors, Fleur and Michelle. 
I don't think they slept much the week before Soiree, 
Ben and Nut in the kitchen found new food solutions. 
Nick, COB, Michelle and Fleur just went nuts on the day, 
Let us toast these six people, for their contribution. 
Equipment was left in most capable hands, 
With Peter, our man in the know. 
Logical, organised, efficient: a Soiree convenor's dream, 
For without the equipment, there would be no show. 
And speaking of shows, let's thank Romi, Melissa and Nat, 
Entertainment convenors extraordinaire. 
2 weeks to Soiree and they had booked no external acts, 
But it all worked out brilliantly, thank god for that! 
Lynette, Chris and Claire's job was tiring but fun, 
They donned food dye and flags for the public's attention. 
They handed out flyers day after day 
(got sick of saying "Have you heard about Soiree?") 
But the best coloured men? Scuba and Shark deserve a mention. 
And here's to the arty ones, Kara and Max, 
They had big plans, and they tried 
And succeeded in creating our big Soiree banner, 
That hung from D Tower with pride. 
Now nobody knew what Steve-o was doing, 
Did he talk when he came to our meetings? 
But chess somehow happened, despite some close calls, 
(our Grand Master cancelled) but panic was fleeting. 
And Russell took care of exhibits and displays, 
Ivor Cribb was a whole new place. 
He managed to make it look great on the day, 
With help from some friends gave the hall a new face. 
Pearl so diligently collected donations, 
Without her we surely would have been stuck. 
She ingeniously thought of new raffle creations, 
And our photo man Conrad had all the luck! 
So that was the 2005 Soiree committee, 
Who made our big day a success, 
But my second last thanks goes to those I see before me, 
Residents of IH, for putting up with my stress. 
For lending a hand through the day and the night, 
Plying me with cigarettes and booze. 
Working on stalls, chalking, painting with might, 
A greater bunch of people I couldn't choose. 
To those I didn't get a chance to mention, 
I know you worked hard on the day and before. 
To ignore you was certainly not my intention, 
I applaud you, each one of you, I can't thank you more. 
Twas the night before Soiree and all through the night, 
I looked up at the rainclouds and wanted to cry. 
But we found a solution, our last hope in our plight, 
Not one but FOUR virgins would we offer the skies. 
So let's raise our glasses in one final toast, 
To the virgins, and weather that finally came through. 
The barometric pressure was steady, so were my stress levels, 
But at 1 1 .0Sam, the sky was beautifully blue! 
Maja Dama 
Soiree Convenor 2005 






jane l le  herring I a 1 .2
austral ia 
IH has corrupted my innocence in every way. Lets not forget 
who the real Sex and the City are : Janel le ,  Ashley and the 
one and only Jen Tokin. Keep it real guys. 
emi ly rudinski-redus I a 1 .4
united states 
You probably have not seen me around I H  too 
much this semester. However, it is  more l ikely 
we have met at the RE or The Vic .  
kara martin I a3 .2
australia 
I 'm  blank man, deleeeeeeeeete. Seriously, like, there 's 
nothing to put for me. I ' m  just a lunatic !  I sound like a 
frackin '  idiot. Emily, stop quoting me ! 
Thank you for the birthday sur�rise, great times going 
out, home-made cookies, sotl:bal l  training, earrings, 
hugs, saya lapar (?), brotherly advice, and yes .. . the fan. 
Liefs, Steph . 
....... 
' ' , . .  I .
alyssa lochbaum I a4.2
canada 
Alyssa enjoyed soccer, midgets, softball ,  
athletics, soiree, dancefest, IH/JCC bal l and 
drinking in general . She is  on exchange from 
Canada, she loves Canada. 
daniel oberg I a4 .4
australia 
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at IH and 
meeting all of its interesting residents . I will be 
sad though when many leave at the end of the 
alex maskiell / a5 .2  
australia 
In  two years l 've met some great people and 
had some great times. I ' ve learnt a lot and I ' m  
definitely ready t o  leave. Hope t o  see a lot of 
you in the future, in  your home countries or in 
south africa 
Adventure, "bok choy", crazy, diva, energetic, 
florist, gabble, insightful ,  Jeremy, kooky, lasa­
gne, mabsoot, naughty, obsessive, pink, quic­
quidlibet, runner, scientist, tea, understanding, 
vixen, witty, xenophilia, yarling, zyzzyva. (and 
yes, they are real words . )  
maxine delves I b 1 .2 
austral ia 
. . .  watching things spin . . .  regressing to pre-teen beati­
tude . . .  expect nothing . . .  enjoy everything . . .  Zzz . . .  no,
really, I ' m  sleeping . . .  
ryo hosaka I b3 . I 
united states 
In Australia I ate kangaroo, drank goon, competed in a break­
dance battle, went scubadiving in the Reef, and met awesome 
friends l ike Ai,  Jenna, Sean, Panama, Erik, Ryan and M iki .  
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<Soul_Reaver> Claire, do you use a keyboard to type or is your computer connected to your brain? 
yuko watanabe (tabe) I b3 .4
japan 
A girl who loves singing. Everyone can enjoy her 
relaxed, friendly personal ity, her funny moments 
and silly expressions. 
huanwen I i  I b4.2
singapore 
Cheerful ,  fun-loving, l azy, shy, messy, bitchy, 
loves freedom and chocolate and skiing and 
sleeping and pigging out ' ! '  Favourite sport/ car­
dio = SHOPPING, SHOPPING, SHOPPING I I '  
fairunisa hadian I b4.4
malaysia 
Hi, I ' m  Nisa. I 've been in IH for three semesters 
and been in B3 .4 ever since. Studying Chemical 
Engineering, from Malaysia and loves chocolates, 
shopping and cars - BMW24. 
QUOTE: 
brian murphy I cO.  I 
ireland 
wOOtus ! Gam Siew Fan. I l ike I H ,  it is nice ' Good
times I had, YA Y '
kenny wong I c 1 .2
china 
C Tower First Floor Rocks ! 
I was the guy who got intoxicated a bit. 1 gave myself a 5
for soccer like my good friend Ni i  Lantey and i l ike going 
out and attending all my classes. 
melissa l im I c3 .2
malaysia 
There is  a chink in my pocket-mir or . . .  Oh, it 's just me. 
I bite the bu l let when Dexter i s  on - but it 's all made-up 
anyway. Bisou. 
alexander foo I c3 .3
malaysia 
Hmm . . .  words . . .  Twenty-five words are defi­
nitely not enough to describe all the things I 
have done in this p lace called I H .  
england 
If Australia is  l ife fulfilled then lH i s  the per­
fect after-l ife . . .  Heaven-on-Earth replete with 
addicts . . .  the way any good heaven should 
be. Mixed drinks ARE cool, but it's a l l  about 
the company - top-quality, heaven accredited 
company. Springbreak ! 
australia/france 
This retarded French tuna freak thinks she can 
speak perfect Engl ish !  She 's absolutely crazy, 
wild and totally insane, yet she 's so lovable 
and such an awesome person ! 
esther leung I c5 . 1
hong kong 
I ' m  a first year food technology student and I 
come from Hong Kong. This is my first semes­
ter at UQ and I ' m  enjoying the Uni l ife !  I love 
to eat, that 's why I take food technology . . .  and 
yeah, that 's all ! ! !  
yuko miyamoto I c5 .3
japan 
Chocolate, coffee, b ittersweet, spicy food, 
apple,  mb, j azz, l ive music, love jones, 
musashi, people in IH . . .  these are a few of 
my favourite things ! ! !  
grace wong I d I .
china 
I am a PhD student from Hong Kong and am currently
working with the School of Engl ish,  Media Studies and 
Art History. N ice meeting you. 
nicholas d ' arcy I d l  . 3
australia 
Unable to find Nick, Tom, his next door neighbour passed on 
some truly memoriable words about him, "He has blonde hair 
and he says hel lo and then it gets awkward because he remem­
bers the time I called him a jock" .
Staying in happy days only except for final exams . . .  I ' m  
going to miss I H  and Australia after I g o  back.
christopher louie I d3 .2
australia 
I didn 't go to a lot of classes and I haven 't passed a lot of
courses yet, but I did have a clean room, three towel s  and a
cat obsession. KittensLOL. 
quiet and modest aussie born sri lankan who loves 
cricket and tennis, but in essence is  a true curry 
ntey bannerman I d4.3  
stralia/ghana, but lives in  papua new guinea 
l real ly can 't think of anything to write; but you can 
stare at my photo if you want to . . . .  Actually, don 't do 
that. Just keep reading Kanyana. Peace. 
Highly influenced by alcohol, thi s  procrastinator likes 
to pretend to study while socialising in the dining hal l .  
Obsessed with l ittle dogs - perhaps a little too much ! 
adventure seeker,big eater,a slacker but a nerd 
during exam period . . .  an easygoing gal who par­
ties hard(undeniably,drinks hard as well though she 
denied) but luckily also studies hard. 
germany 
Some people call me crazy, others call me weird. Volunteering 
to become I H 's Alpha nerd and become the DM in a DnD cam­
paign probably didn't help me in that respect. But then again, 
we're all crazy; some of us just have the guts to admit it. 
Iara mae ping chan I e 1 . 1  
malaysia 
A soppy music fanatic, not to mention her love of dogs; has a 
great personality; likes clean feet, and is an awesome friend. 
yong l iang chin I e 1 . 3 
australia 
"Talking to Yong is  l ike having 3 migraines in a span of 5 min­
utes and sharing a tub of good gelati with a friend right after", 
Nut. 
edward fricker I e3 . I 
australia 
Fussball-addicted, SHOP manic, hair dye fanatic, 3 am mac­
cas drive, under-funded-drunkard, unexpected law student. 
Rotund'jere may be the fear but Bone fletcher's coming to get 
' chas . 
shinichiro mihara I e3 .2 
j apan 
I have been a shy person during my stay at 
lH, but I ' l l  change that. . .  I like to play sports, 
all kinds of sports . Hopefully, you can get to 
know me later. > < 
australia 
I wear a big hat and like folding origami 
cranes. This is  by no means the extent of my 
personality but lve run out of -
Keke-. She is the happiest person. She brings 
laughter everywhere she goes. (I love you, I 
love you) .  She brings her camera everywhere 
she goes - her best friend is  her camera. She 
likes to dress up beautifully everyday. She 
plays the piano wel l .  
l e o  simmons I e5 .  I 
new zealand 
Nothing interesting can be expressed in 25 
words, but here 's ten tiny words of power: if it 
is  to be, it is up to me ! 
anthony yuen I e5 . 3  
australia 
Hi ,  this is  Anthony, I am not in at the mo­
ment. Just leave a message after the beep. 
BEEP. 
abelardo sol is carrillo (a .b . )  I fl . 1  
usa/mexico 
It  was a year of great fun and good times, best of luck 
to you al l .  
australia 
1 am totally and utterly dependent on shop and the vending 
machine . DeLOLicious ' Bass in the place Brisbane ! Hooray 
for not going to classes ! 
j ohannes louw (le roux) I fJ .  l 
south africa 
Roux, but not Ang Moh. The Wild Boer. You know, I ' m  a 
homeopath- No, I said homeopath . . .  
jack chiu I fJ . 3  
A woman's  dream - a toothless, ruthless mongrel horn 
blower !  
J 
usa 
Goon and sports . . .  What a country ' Shout out to my 
fellow Madtowners and Ryo, here 's to the nights we 
don't  remember and the days we' l l  never forget. 
Accused of always being red and looking for B-A-N­
A-N-A-S all the time. Sarcastic, yet funny comebacks, 
constantly in heat, a sleep-log. 
The ' Jacquelanimal ' is  a strange species - it resembles 
a stunningly animated human head placed on two 
incomprehendably long legs and has an insatiable taste 
for New Caledonian cuisine. 
Enjoyed college lihfe, especially the social aspect. 
Long live F tower, Eddie ! ! !  
christopher cook I g I 02 
australia 
C is  for Cookie and that 's good enough for me ! Num, 
num, nU1n,  num, num . . . .  
alexandra milspaw I g I 04 
usa 
* * ! am in love with Austral ia. She is my Neverland. I prom­
ise to return to her someday. As Lesley S i lko says, "Moments 
don 't  end, they just go someplace else." GO VAGINAS ! * *  
Favourite quotes :  "Are you gonna eat that? Can I eat that?" ;  
"Stop fighting ! Keep quiet ! " ;  "The awesome foursome . . . .  
(Abby, Amy, Kate, Ian)" 
australia 
Favourite quotes :  " I ' m  laughing on the inside"; "Do you 
want some curry?" ; " I ' l l be right back '"  (2 hours later: sti ll 
not back ! )  
_ __, ___ �. 
QUOTE: " . . . ooh, and we could have Rabbie in a wet t-shirt! ... 
allan hunt I g l  1 0  
austral ia 
"The year has been interesting, fun, and drunken (more 
for other people than me, 1 suspect) . Sti l l ,  the first two 
hold true. Go Cat Stevens ! "  
The lazy bug that l ives i n  the gloomy basement has 
had a fun time wandering from room to room when 
she 's bored. 
edward harran I g202 
j apan/usa 
To l H :  My home and cherished friend. Despite our ups 
and downs, you have given me the most rewarding 
three years of my life and truly inspired me to reach 
for the stars . Keep spreading the Brotherhood . . .  
benjamin cook I g204 
australia 
Beware of this individual . He is  armed, legged, and 
dangerous .  Treat his considerable inte l l igence, efforts 
to help others and incessant friendliness with the 
utmost suspicion. 
whitney dollemore I g30 I 
australia 
The only way to sum up Whitney (or pay her out) is  to 
put in some country lyrics from her favourite songs. "l 
think my tractor's sexy", or "save a horse, ride a cow­
boy instead ' really summarise this girl down to a T. 
farouq azizul (rouq) I g303
malaysia 
Despite being natural ly shy, I enjoy socialising and chill ing 
out with friends, especially at IH. My passion is  playing the
guitar, football and PC games. 
austral ia 
Find love, joy, and happiness in the l ittle things. A great 
love life is  the same as having a great love of life. Be one of 
the joyful ! Love is within and around you always. 
QUOTE: "If I was a chick I would so shag Eddie ."  (Nathan W.) 
(part ii) 
international house kanvana 2005 
chai chang (panama) I g307
korea 
"This Korean/Panamanian came to Aussie- land 
and he did: breakdance battle at UNI, scubadiv­
ing ELEVEN times in great barrier reef, and 
passed all his c lasses (yoohoo ! )" 
Alex, 2 1 ,  English, Law, G Tower, cake, tim 
tarns, rugby, triathlon, brandy, guiness, Bryon 
Bay, tiger sharks, wombats, Hemingway, Nicole 
Kidman, Florence, Christmas, 25 words. 
zhi wei tan I g3 l l 
malaysia 
The fierce gal l iving on G3r d that survived 
that infectious Dota disease and discovered the 
beauty of scribbling on mirrors and white­
boards. 
Well . . .  I carried on the family tradition and had a 
lot of fun doing it ! ' !  You haven 't seen the last of 
us yet. Wishing you beer and good cheer 1 ! ! ! ! 
mark kinsella I g403
austral ia 
Sharky, aka the J H  Dream. Church, tabana­
cle, titty one titty two, prophet Eli .  My mental 
gymnastics wi l l  flip you like an Aunt Jemima 
flapjack. Now how 'bout that? 
usa 
"You must lose that anger lose al l  that hate, it 
ain't gonna work no more. l wish this world was
run by love and absolutely nothing more" 
- O.A.R. ,  B lack Rock 
ingrid anderson I g407
usa 
Beautiful American s lurrer who likes to sleep 
with elephants and occasionally men in skirts . 
Likes :  Soccer, green paint, surfing and younger 
men. Dis l ikes: Red paint, moths and people who 
say ' Canadia. ' 
Steve enjoys his pivacy and often keeps h is  little secrets 
"in the closet" . Always up for shower "dirty water" 
fights. Don't walk under his balcony ! 
Ashley enjoyed !H Sports, Kingsmen, ladies nights with her 
posse, and furry creatures .  She rarely was seen studying or 
eating in college and she wants a puppy. 
All ! can say i s :  "lt seemed l ike a good idea at the time." 
(part iii) 
international house kanvana 2005 
tsuyoshi iwatsuki I g507 
australia/japan 
Representing underground Tokyo Japan 
Hip-Hop & Breakdance lover. 
Doing Marine Biology 
[ Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know 
what you're gonna get. 
I 0 months in TH, lost in time. 
Thanks to everyone for everything. ] 
ai muto I g5 1 I 
japan 
Ai is charitable and helps out whenever she can. She 
I ikes to be active and gets involved with a lot of sport­
ing activities and clubs. 
Thanks guys for the bestest year ever. I ' m  gonna miss 
you all (except the losers) .  Cheers. 
Insomniac 
red-and-blue. 
red-eyed smoky stare 
staring 
at the dull 
blue TV or PC glare. 
staring without seeing: 
thoughts (or are they dreams) 
superimposed on square screens; 
layer upon layer, 
channel after channel, 
are my eyelids even open? 
blue-and-red. 
sun sky blue, blue moon dark, 
day or night? 
futile distinction 
when awake 
with no intermission. 
red, for the cherry 
at the tip of my smokes 
been burning back to back 
since breakfast 
an eternity ago. 
red-and-blue. 
red hot days, cool blue nights: 
one eye red, the other blue 
like kiddie 3D glasses 
I can't take off. 
blue-and-red-and-blue-and-red: 
tic-and-toe-and-tic-and-toe 
this ageless revolving clock 
is, oh so gently, relentlessly 
chipping away 
at my sanity. 
blue-and-red have Mercy! 
I'll take Death into my bed, 
as my friend, my lover, whatever 
so long as she is Black. 
Yann Rousselot 
go sugimoto I h I . 2
japan 
Loves soccer and music and thinking about how Liv­
erpool can win the Premier League and how the Japan 
National Team can with the World Cup. 
singapore 
Hi ,  my name is HuiQi .  People call me Qi (pronounced CHI) .  l 
am from Singapore and I am studying food science and nutri­
tion. Whenever 1 tell people that 1 study food science, they ask
me what 1 think of lH food . . .  being a nutrition student and
staying in lH is totally insane. 
I enjoy studying in Australia and the people here who are so 
friendly and open that sometimes I feel that 1 should make
my home here .  
martina dwi mustika I h3 .2
indonesia 
1 am studying a Master of Organisational Psychology and I 
am now in my first semester. 
I 
kejun zhou (kj )  I h3 .4
china 
1 have been staying at IH for the last 3 years,
and will graduate this year and move to 
K-tower next year as my postgraduate study 
starts. 
usa 
The goofy American who looks way too young. 
It 's been a great semester with much fun :  
Soiree, Choralfest, DanceFest and plenty of  
randomness. Thanks guys !  
j acob bartells I h4.2
australia 
Served IH  well in his 1 .7 5  years here, as 
resident computer nerd and ' Super Asian 
Pleasure Machine ' .  
anjali  lakhiani I h4.4
malaysia 
Adventurous, funny (At least I think so ! ) ,  
indecisive ( I  think ! ) ,  clumsy, easy going, si lly, 
lazy. IH Life has been a cool experience, can 't 
wait for next semester ! 
rabbie namaliu I h5 .  l
papua new guinea 
"Did you do her doggy?" 
australia 
A second year Dental student that is  referred to by many 
as a ' hermit ' ,  which actually converts to 'having a l ife 
outside of ! H ' .  
australian/pakistan 
Thanks for an awesome year guys. I ' ll never forget the fun 
I had here . Y'all Rock! 
QUOTE: "Beautiful. . . . . sexual!'' (Rabbie N.) 
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hayley summers I i3 . 1
england/dubai 
Hi, this is Hayley, leave a message and I will get 
back to you. 
van chau I i 3 . 3
vietnam 
She is a happy and friendly person and always 
smiles. She loves making friends and can talk 
non-stop. She loves cooking and she cooks well, 
especially her Vietnamese pancakes. 
kexin low I i 3 . 5
malaysia 
She is a confident girl . She i s  a bit shy, but as long as you 
know her well, she can talk a lot. She loves shopping a lot, es­
pecially at Sportsgirl. When she smiles, she i s  very beautiful. 
She is  having a cross-nation relationship. Keke--
tamil selvarajah I i4 .2
singapore 
Now that the Brown's in town, the White 's going down coz' 
you never frown when the Brown's in town. 
Hear what you don't want to hear. Say what you don 't want 
to say. Go where you don't want to go. Push yourself, man ! 
tower 
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Who needs twenty-five words when it only 
takes fifteen to say that I am great? Only joking, 
it takes twenty ! ! 
singapore 
The Banker, Mah Jong, but why? Why? ! Where 
is  Mr Darcy? What do you mean it's 2005? 
What do you mean I ' m  not a princess? 
josephine clapham I i 5 . 5
new zealand 
I lost Jo's 25 words (! ,  being Claire) . I ' l l give 
her sexual pleasures to make up for it later. 
LOL. 
claudia andrea posada I i6 .2
colombia/australia 
My name is Claudia Andrea Posada and I am 
proudly a Colombian/ Aussie. I love travel l ing,
drinking and snowboarding ! ! !  I will miss you all 
very much . 
anne-gaelle isautier I i6 .4
australia 
The quiet girl, unless you 're playing cards or sit 
next to me at meals everyday and then you ' l l  find 
yourself telling me to shut up ! 
Sundavs 
They smell of Earl Grey, taste of Marlboro, 
look like rain, feel like pillows, 
and sound like silence. 
They start late, and finish early. 
When loners are lonely 
and lovers love. 
The day for prayer: 
confessing our Saturday, 
and mourning Monday. 
When words are scarce, 
and seconds stretch on 
and on. 
On the day of the Lord 
you can be sure, 
even He is bored. 
Yann Rousselot 
i & k towers 
(the postgrads) 
This year in the postgrad towers has been fun; it has 
been great to meet so many new people from around 
the world. 
The events that have happened this year include many 
joint tower suppers, a postgrad team in the Iron Chef 
competition and a joint effort to create a fantastic paint­
ing, which was displayed at Soiree and the inter-college 
Art Show. 
We started the year with a Chocolate themed tower sup­
per. I don't think I have ever seen so much chocolate in 
one place . However, the food was great and many of the 
postgrads got the chance to show off their cooking prow­
ess. Later in Semester One we held a Sunday Brunch, 
which again was a great time to catch up with everyone 
and eat great food. Many more joint tower suppers were 
held throughout the year. 
This year an Iron Chef competition was held. The post­
grads entered a team and it ended up with 7 postgrad' 
competing against a large number of undergrads.  Un­
fortunately we lost, but we went down fighting and all 
had a great time trying to create dishes with Mi-Goreng 
noodles (we even made a dessert with noodles covered 
in chocolate) .  Congratulations to those who joined in! 
For Soiree this year a group of postgrads got together 
and created a fantastic painting. This painting was dis­
played in the arts and crafts area at Soiree. Some great 
artistic talent was revealed.  Thanks to Karishma for or­
ganising it all, everyone agreed the end product looked 
great. 
2005 has been a great year in J & K. I would like to wish
everyone good luck for the future, and I hope that eve­
rything works out the way you want it to . 
. .  ""."I"!- �-......... , . .,._...._� - "·. 
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departed resi­
dents Ana Ayala Valverde Jennifer Bird *1 
John Bohl 
Natalie Bozinovski 
Andrew Broadhurst *2 
Michael Brown 
Daniel Chang 
Simone Des Roches 
Mariana Espinosa Rosales 
Nadine Fernandez *3 
Thomas Griffin III *4 
Christopher Hewertson *5 
Dina Izenstark 
Edwin Kefford 
Corinne Kendall 
Hye-young Kim 
Daniel Krogstad 
Eike Benjamin Kroll *6 
Wai (Vanessa) Lai 
Su-yin (Grace) Lee 
Hye Young Lee 
Leon Leong *7 
Douglas Lewinski * 
Jonathan Lewis * 
Russel Lloyd Lim * 
Feifan Liu 
Jonathan (Joff) Manning *8 
Sally Martin *9 
Matthew Mcdonnell 
Kirm Moey 
Caitlin Peters 
Michael Read * 
Chitra Relwani *10
Siti Samsudin 
Marcio Santos Sales 
Tiffany Sih *11 
Victoria Smith 
Colleen St. Brice 
Angeline Tan 
Vu Ngoc Thang 
Jennifer Tokin 
Aurelien Trivella 
Shuk Tse 
Pablo Urbano *12 
Yen-fang (Christie) Wang * 
Patrick Weis *13 
Carolyn Wilkin 
Megan Williams 
Erin Wilson 
Anna Wu * 
Sang-hyun Yang *14 
Christy (Joo-hyun) Yang 
Jasmine Yik * 
Jee Hae Yoo *15 
Hye Rim Yoon 
F4. I 
G403 
14.2 
D2.4 
K4.I  
G3I2 
KI .4 
Al.4 
E4. I 
D2. I  
J4. I  
AS.3 
FS.I 
Al.3 
ES.4 
H4.I  
GS08 
13. I  
A3.4 
A4.3 
E3.2 
F4.2 
K3.I  
Hl .3  
K2.2 
H3.3 
DS.4 
G306 
G407 
16.5 
AS.I  
J2.3 
Fl' .2 
G309 
Jl .2 
G402 
BI .4 
FI . I  
H4.5 
BI .4 
GS03 
14.3 
B3.4 
G409 
IS . I  
CS.I  
GSlO 
Hl .4  
K4.2 
G408 
A4.2 
J4.4 
El .4 
H3.2 
G410  
Mexico 
England 
USA 
Canada 
Australia 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Canada 
Mexico 
Malaysia 
USA 
England 
USA 
Australia/USA 
USA 
South Korea 
USA 
Germany 
China 
Malaysia 
South Korea 
Singapore 
USA 
England 
Phillipines 
Australia 
England 
England 
USA 
Singapore 
USA/ Australia 
Australia 
Nigeria 
Malaysia 
'Brazil 
USA 
USA 
Trinidad & Tobago
Singapore 
USA 
China 
Columbia 
Taiwan, Roe 
England 
USA 
Australia 
Australia 
Taiwan 
South Korea 
Canada 
Singapore 
South Korea 
South Korea 
� 
l r' 
�-=---* Residents that were at IH for a year or more.
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
Farouq Azizul 
Jonathan Blodgett 
Emily Brooks 
Stephen Campbell 
An-Kung Chen 
Florence Cheung 
Yue Jung Choi 
Yvonne Clark 
Helen Clatworthy 
Benjamin Cook 
Leanne De Souza 
Maja Doma 
Antonia Golberg 
Miki Hamada 
Timothy Hawgood 
Janelle Herring 
Anne - Gaelle Isautier 
Emily James 
Lohsnah Jeevanandam 
Nicholas Jorgensen 
Chiu Kao 
Peter Kilby 
Wee Koh 
Chan Nei Lee 
Suet Li Lee 
Kelly Liew 
Skye Loughnan 
Kexin Low 
Kara Martin 
Kate McCaskill 
Yuko Miyamoto 
Christopher Noel 
Daniel Oberg 
Natalie Okawa 
Lesley Pruitt 
Woo Jun Shim 
Rebecca Spencer 
Yong Tan 
Amy Tan 
Zhi Wei Tan 
Tay Tang 
Victoria Toal 
Atsuyo Ueyama 
Siew Hoon Wong 
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SEMESTER GPA OF 7 
Maxi Eckes 
Abby Gnanendran 
Masataka Kudo 
Alejandro Metke Jimenez 
You-Jeong Song 
Anthony Yuen 
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PRESIDENT' S AWARD 
Melissa Bowtell 
CULTURAL AWARD 
Natalie Stephenson 
��;�-" '·SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR
Justin Rees 
SPORTSWOMAN OF THE YEAR 
Ashley Loftus 
SPORTING SPIRIT AWARD 
Kenny Wong 
Ai Muto 
r:fJ 
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HALF BLUE 
Melissa Bowtell 
Alyssa Lochbaum 
Romana Mackiewicz 
Wendy Maltby 
Kate McCaskill 
Natalie Okawa 
Andrea Posada 
Rebecca Spencer 
Amy Tan 
Ian Chan 
Mark Kinsella 
- - . .  James Maasdorp 
Leo Simmons 
Jackson Stigwood 
John Warren 
IHAC AWARDS 
Claire Jorgensen 
Christiana Kim 
Yuko Miyamoto 
Emil Mohan 
Christopher Noel 
HOUSIE AWARDS 
SPOONEY AWARD 
Ann Carroll 
FULL BLUE 
Christiana Kim 
Ashley Loftus 
Kara Martin 
Ai Muto 
Sarah Opie 
Hallie Simons 
Nathalie Swart 
Jonathan Blodgett 
Timothy Hawgood 
Emil Mohan 
Nicolas Posada 
Justin Rees 
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valedictees 
Every year, Valedictory dinner is a 
tribute to IH, the traditions, the ide­
als, and most importantly, the peo­
ple. This year the dining room was 
elegantly decorated in red and black, 
the band set the mood with a funky 
dub sound, and the valedictorians 
were reminiscent and suitably mer­
ry. It was an enlightening night, as 
we learned the deep, dark secrets of 
Eddie, Jorgo, Nut, Akio, Carley, Foo, 
Blake and Pia. Masa, Kejun, Wayne, 
Andy, Steve, and Kayo wisely decid-
ed against such public humiliation! 
And how could we forget the toasts 
to the men and women of IH? Both 
Claire and Scuba conducted exten­
sive research into the members of the 
opposite sex throughout the year, to 
further enlighten us about the boys 
ball scratching habits, and girls in­
creased protein intake! As always, it 
was an enjoyable evening, a celebra­
tion of past debauchery, and a good 
warm-up for Switch party the fol­
lowing night! 
THE VALEDICTEES 
Blake Daley 
Alexander Foo 
Eddie Harran 
Nicholas Jorgensen 
Pia Kotai 
Akio Kudo L-'t__AL L-
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Masataka Kudo 
Kayoko Kuroda 
Carley Lauder 
Wayne Ling 
Piyanut Sangpattarachai 
Yu Jun (Andy) Shen 
Steve Van der Valk 
Kejun Zhou 
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the bit at the end 
(almost the last page) 
the "other" awards 
THE STEVE & JANET AWARDS 
* Steve Award - Mark K 
*Janet Award - Jennifer E 
• c  tower public display of "affection" - Steve A 
• Best Slapper - Yuko M 
* Cutest Couple - Emil Mohan and Tamil S 
* Dorrito King - Justin R 
* Internet Linguist - Tom L 
• Professional Ice Skater - Ann C 
* Pineapple Lover - Natalie 0 
• Clacker Queen - Claire J 
* High school Liaison - Louw B 
* Best Interior Decoration - Michelle F 
• Shagfest King - Alex M 
• Shagfest Queen - Christiana K 
• Springbreak King - Ross H 
* Springbreak Queen - Jennifer E 
* Toilet Bowl Companion - Mark K 
* Tres Amigas - Ann C, Claire J & Maja D 
* Tarzan & Jane - Chris C & Felicia A 
MOST LIKELY TO . . .  
• Most likely to be labourers -
Mark K & Justin R 
* Most likely to be here in 10 years - Tim H 
• Most likely to get married -
Sharkboy & Lava Girl 
* Most likely to be unemployed in 5 years -
All Arts students 
separated at birth? 
Napoleon Dynamite Allan Hunt 
THE AWARDS THEY DIDN'T 
WANT Y OU TO SEE 
• "All Talk" Award - Sunil S 
• Alcoholics Anonymous - Pato & Abe 
* Best Injury - Jack C I Alex M 
* Best Screamers - Ninle T, Melissa L, Ashley L 
* Best Speechmaker - Erik E 
• Best Threesome - E, N & F 
* Biggest Drunk - Claire J 
* Biggest Geek - Torn L 
* Biggest Manwhore - Nick P 
* Biggest Scab - Sam S 
* Biggest Wanker (literally) - Torn B 
* Cheapest Drunk - Miya K 
* College Know-It-All - Alyssa L 
• College Phantom -
* Dining Hall Pig - Alex M 
* DOTA King & Queen - Kylirn & MieMie 
* Hottest Mum - Sherif A 
* Longest Walk of Shame - Carley L 
* Most Disgusting Drunk - Russell M 
* Most Disgusting Hookup - John W (we don't 
know where she was from, possibly Womens) 
* Phantom Exec - Jackson S 
* Pyro/Bob Marley Award - Daniel G, Yann R, 
Brian M, Flo L, Le Roux L, Melissa L 
* Strangest Hookup - Ben C & Seb P 
* Water Preservationist - Hallie S 
* Worst Valedictory Speech - Steve V 
scapegoat 
As the year closes, my time as 
College Scapegoat comes to an 
end and these are my last words 
to you in an official capacity. 
What a sweet, sweet moment 
this is for me. 
When I was elected Scapegoat at 
the start of the year, I was filled 
with a sense of na"ive enthusi­
asm. It didn't last long. A deep 
fear of hearing that " chant" (you 
know what I mean . . .  ) still hasn't 
left me, but the therapist assures 
me that it will eventually . . .  And 
so, for all the sporting and cul­
tural events including (but not 
limited to) soccer, rugby, hock­
ey, volleyball, tennis, netball, 
basketball, debating, choralfest, 
and dancefest, I admit that it 
is all my fault. BUT I AM NOT 
SORRY! I DO NOT APOLO­
GISE! AND THERE IS NOTH­
ING YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT! 
BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA! 
Yours Without Remorse, 
Russell Miller 
2005 College Scapegoat 
top 10 "top 1 Os" the director 
doesn't want you to see* 
10. Top 10 office expenses you didn't know about.
9. Top 10 announcements that were supressed.
8. Top 10 IH Alumni now working in the sex industry. 
7. Top 10 college venereal diseases. 
6. Top 10 colleges I applied for before being employed at IH.
5. Top 10 illicit drugs being used at college RIGHT NOW.
4. Top 10 minorities I hate. 
3. Top 10 places to stash IH plates, bowls and cutlery. 
2. Top 10 things in the director's closet.
1. Top 10 ways to kill a college student.
* As seen in Kanyana 2000. The Kanyana 2005 team is in no way
associated with the contents of this Top 10 list. 
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